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The work is based on the fact that cyallahexadiene and cycloheptr- 
dlene may b© bonded to the transition metals like cyolopentadiene^ by 
one hydrogen atom to give the respective ® Trtdieziyl* complexe£3^ It Is 
mainly concej^ned xfith studies of six anCi seven membered rings forming dienyl 
complexes with irondrricarbonyl*-lT«cycIohexadienyI iron II C^It^Fe(CO)^ 
and tricarbonyl-T'J^cycloheptadienyliroB Cf^ H^ Fe(CO)o^  c, (cations) 9 isO"- 
electrordc x^rith. tricarbonyll cyclohexadienylmanganese(O) ^ were treated x-jith 
different nacleophillc agentSp while efforts have also been made to prepai'e 
sandwich’^ type dienji complexes of iron by mcleophiliG hydride ion attack 
on cationic arene complexeSo
Tricarbonyl- il-oycloheptadlenyliroD(lI) tetrafluoroborate reacts 
with potassium iodide to give iododieerbony3.-\Tcycloheptadienyliz-^oiic 
This known neutral compound gavo tetracarboiyl'-di-If.-cyclobeptadieryldiiro::. 
when treated with sodiuui. The related bridged cosipouncp, ic.e. tetracarcoi:-1.- 
'TT-Gyclobeptadioiyl- 1?"Gyel0p0nt&dienyl-di»iron was obtained by reaction of 
the same iodide with sodium cyelopentadienidao Cyanide ion also replaced 
the iodine and yielded cyanodicarbonjI-tf-cjGloheptadlenylirono
The réactions xmre. applied to tricarbonyl-IT-cjoIohexadienyllv-on 
(II) tetraf-luoroborateo They gave iodo-dicarbon^’'I“'W'cycIohexadienyliroD5 
which was further treated with sodium amalgam giving tetracarbonyl^di-TC« 
cyclohexadlenyl^di-iron^ with sodium cyclopentadienlde yielding totracarbonyl 
I'ClcjQloh.oxadlenjl^ t'l-'cajGlopentadieriyl-'rli'-irQn and with potassium cyanide 
giving cyanodicarbonyl- ft-cjclohexadienylirono
In an attempt to find out the electrophilicity of the ligand^  
trlca:eboByl-l\t'CjG‘iohexadienyliron(lI ) tetrafluoroborate was reacted with 
phenjl-llthluijip under different conditions It gave only tetracarbonyl- di- 
Tr-cyGloh8xadieqfl"di=iron and an unstable oilc This oil yielded tricarbonyl- 
1T'-cycloh0xadi0xij7liron(lI} tetrafluoroborate on reaction with tritylfluoro- 
borateo Further reactions of the cations with sodium methoxlde and with the 
sodium salt of diethyl nialonate afforded tricarbonyl-methoxy-c^rdohexa'-l 3^ - 
dlene iron and triearbonyl-di(etho]grlGarbonyI)methyi-Gyclohexa-'I^3«dlene iron 
respectivelyo The same cation when treated with potassium cyanide in acetone 
gave tricarbonyl-C7anoeyelohexa“l53"diene™irono All the above-mentioned 
nucleophiles are abstracted by trityl fluoroborate except the dl(ethoxycarbonyl 
methyl groupo
The same reaction scheme was followed with tricarbony 1- IT»eye 
heptadienyllron(ll) tetrafluoroborate in the px’eparations of tricarbonyl-^  
ethoxycyclohapta-lgj-Qiene xron^  tricarbon yl (ethoxycarbony 1 )methyl=.cyelo 
haptadiene-iron and cyanoeycIohepta-lD3^dlene--lron„ The structure of all 
these compounds have been fully dlscussedo
Ïodod:l0 ai;’bonyl=.''rr“cycloh0ptadlenyliron when refluxed in mesitylene 
in the presence of aluminium chloride gave the‘11“'=cycIoheptaclien5 -^L-iiiesityIene^  
iron cation isolated as a rsineckate and hexafluorophosphateo
The di-mesltyleneiron cation was reduced by lithiuan aluminium 
hydride and sodium borohjdrlde^ It gave bxsCtrrbiethyl^Tf-cyclohexadleByl) 
iroiio This mothod ox production was tried on dibenaene-iron cation which
3is unstabla in water o An orange crystalline compound was obtained but could
not be fully characterised due to the small yield Both lithium aluminium 
hydride and sodium borohydride reduced me sityleiie- TT'^ Gyclopentadienyliron 
triiodide yielding (ti^ imethyl^ ^^ Tf *=>cycIohQxadienyl)<^ 1t“-cyelopentadienylirono 
BensenS“TV‘^cyaiopeî).tadi©nyllron iodide did not react with sodium methoxlde^ 
the sodium salt of diethyl malonate or potassium tertiary but “«-oxide p 
However it does react with sodium borohydride and methyl lithium yielding 
eycIoha'îcadienjl-'yr^ Gytslopentadienyliron and methyl-^ -— cyclohexadlenyl-tç •=> 
cyclopentadienyliron re specti vely «
Certain ©leetrophilic substitution reactions have also been 
attempted mthlT'==’Cyclohexadlenyl“ elopentadies^I Irono
Dicarbonyl-IT -eyelopentadienyleyclohexen^Sâfluorophosphate has 
been treated with different mcleophilic agents» ■Cyclohexyl-dicarboï^ î‘1 - 
IT-cyclopentadienylix’on is produced when the cation is reduced id.th sodi™ 
borohydridec The compound is again converted into the original cation 
when reacted with trityl fluoroborate and into iododicarbonyl< 1^t«cyclo-- 
pantadienyliron and cyanodicarbonjI-lT-GycIopeBtadiengrl-iron when the cation 
is treated with potaasiuiE iodide and potassium cyanide respectively» The 
effect of other nueleophilic agents on this cation has also been studiedo
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One of the most significant developments in transition metal
chemistry during the past decade has been the study of their organi.c
complexes0 The first organometaLlic derivative of a transition metal
1
originated in 1827"’^ when a Danish chemist reported the preparation
of a compound having the formula Ft » Tills compound is now known
to be a dimer with chlorine bridges; he also isolated a chloroplatinite 
with the ion [C2 Hj^ Pt GI^ l having structural formula I
H a 
\ /
°  A
G
:---pr---Cl
B ‘B (I)
Onsaturated hydrocarbons were Imomi to be able to î o x -m  such
IT-comp 1 0 x0 8  with the halides of platinum metals and W.th those of copper «
silvez" and mercury but in such compounds the bonding of the organic
residue was thought to be either of a donar mturs as in (PtGl^ G^HîJoor
4 ♦ Ccct <_*. ^
of a ^-bonded nature as ixi PtCCH^ }^ , or Inapite of the extensive
research in organometaXIic ch-sraistry during the period from 1830 to 1950^
the preparation and study of or game derivatives of transition meta3»s
remained :cather nebulous « It was generally held that transition mot ale
wm?Q umble to form stable organic coi^ ouncls* The early work along the so
2lines is well eummarlsed in the review by Cotton o
In such a state of affairs^ the accidental discovery of the first 
”dier\ylU^  complex of Iron knoim as ferrocene^ was a major and moat exciting
development in organoni©taille eheniistryo This unique compound was 
obtained first in 1951 by Kealy and PausorP and then independently in 
1952 by Millerp Tebboth and Tremain^o Folloxd.ng the revolutionary 
disclosure that the iron metal is equivalently bonded to the five carbon 
atoms of each of the cycLopentadienyl Ligands; there has been a surge both 
of synthetic and theoretical activity in the fieldo Detailed studies on 
these derivatives in turn have contributed greatly to a better under­
standing of chemical bonding and it has been clearly recognised that 
formation of IT «bonds to carbon is a characteristic property of all the 
transition metals »
During the past 15 years many other organic residues containing 
a TT electron system have been shorn to form metal derivatives^ for example 
ethylene^ the allyl group^  various cyclobutadienes^  ^arenas^ cyclohepta- 
triones^ cyclooctatetraenes and others® When one considers the
large number of potential TTligands and the fact that all the transition 
metals have now been found to form organometallic tt complexes; this area 
certainly seems a. new branch of chemistry®
In a VGzy broad sense^  all the organic derivatives of transition 
metals can be classified according to of carbon^metal bonding as
follows 2 <=
(a) Ionic complexein which the organJ,c residue is anionic and is 
attracted to the metal cation by electrostatic force^  e»go OppMm
(b)^-bonded complexes^ where the organic ligand can be considered to 
donate one electron to the metalo It includes all the acyl and
certain complexes of transition metals.. Gag. Pt(GH-^ )lo 
(g) "Tf-bonded aompIezes| these complexes seem to involve electron sharing 
between the tî^ orbitals of the unsaturated system and the unfilled d orbital 
of the transition metalso The organic ligands donates 2 to T electrons
to the metal as in the olefiniCj, diezie and dlenjl complexes o
However it should be emphasised that a partxculajr* transition 
metal complex may contain ligands bonded to the metal atom in different 
fashionsj) -cyGlopentadiGz-^ l^)^ titaniumdialkyl exîiibit b o t h -
and ^-bonded ligands^
X
Open chain %  -diem -met al ccraplexeso
The study of diene metal complexes was iirltiated by Rheilen^
Gruhl^  Hassling and Pfrasigle izi 1930'^  when they reported the preparation 
of tricarboBjI butadieneiron* This compound io a pale yellow., diamagnetic^ 
low melting solid of considerable thermal stability« For this compound 
they proposed the atructuxe as Us-
/re.
GOOG
GO (II)
I Interesting re suits of the reaction of c^ -clopentacliens with iron
6pentacarbonyl prompted Hallain and PaiisoB to reinvestigate the compound in 
order to obtain evidence on the structure « Thaj found that the compound 
is unraacti-ve towai'ds catalytic hydrogenation and cannot be induced to 
undes^ go Die 1,8 Alder reaction = Therefore thero is no evidence of a free 
double bond in the compound o The substance is so inert that it can ev3n 
be recovered from conoentrated sulphuric acid o Such a stability could, not 
be expected from a complex containing two carbon atoms^ -^-bonded to ironc 
Moreover the structura would have only electrons about the iron atom « 
Hence the compound would most probably b© paramagnetic^ Hhereas^ as stated 
above it la dimiagnetic «
Therefore above structure IXwaa rejected. By analogy with the 
theory of carbon-metal bonding in ferrocene they suggested another 
structure (III)o
Fe
/ 1 \
CO
^ (III)
O c  ■’
gThis structure implies that four carbon atoms of diene systems retain 
their Sp^ * state of hybridization upon complete formation of the compound o 
The bonding of the metal to the dlene involves overlapping of suitable 
metal orbitals with the TC-orbitals of butadiene as a wholeo
<y
In 19$9 Green and mworkers suggested another interesting 
structure the eorpour.do These workers found that the n^moTo spectrum
of tricarbonyl butadieneiron shows three symmetrical complex bands  ^each 
of an intensity corresponding to two protonso The band at g« 2 8 pop cm. 
is assigned to the two equivalent protons on the central carbon atoms.
The bands at high field (10 6 8 poDonio and Oo22 paponio) were assigned to the 
four protons on the terminal carbon atoms « The sjïïinîstry of all the band 
patterns showed that the terminal Cli^  groups are equivalent but that the 
two protons of each group are non-equivalent « This would be in accord 
with either Structure III or IF
( I ? )
The fomiila could not be approved due to the fact that infra°r©d stretching
frequencies wore of the G = H bonds and more like those associated with
2 ' 3Bp rather than with Sp hybridised carbon-hydrogen bond favouring the
formula II'T
From their studies Hall an am Pan bob suggested that the 
following two requirements must be met bj the dlene in order that it 
may successfully.'form the dlene metal tricarbonyl complex.
(l) The diene must' be able to adopt cl sold conformation o In support of 
this requirement.j they isolated tricarbonyl cycIohexadienelroBj almost 
identical in spectral and other properties with butadiene GomoXeXo
D
Furthermore an x-ray stiidy^  of tricarbonyl. butadisnsiron cozifirmed Hal lam
and Pauson® s conclusion^
o
Cl
clearly showing that ligand is coplaner and cl sold but not eoplaner with
iron atorfto It also confirma the delocalisation of thetf-eiectrons
a# the carbon - carbon bond lengths are equal (XoU5 A).
(il) The second suggestion put forward was that the dlene must be
conjugated9 Inspite of the fact that the compounds like tricarbonyl
bicycloheptadienairon and analogous tetracarboiijl bicyaloheptadiens
9molybdanuiüî were prepared and related work by Wilkinson gt_&ü. showed that 
a suitable steriogeometrj of the double bonds sillows for the formation of 
non-co5\jugated diene-metal complex, still the vast majority of diolefinie^  
iron, tri carbonyls are formed by conjugated die ne s ^
A  : 
\  /
oc
/ \
C 0 o
Co
CO
ll Q
Recently Stons and Co-x^ ’orkeics"' have réinvesti gat eel the re salts reported
 ^ u'
by Reihlen et al"' and confirmed that- conjugation in a dlene is really 
iiaportant for the existance of iron tricarbonjl complexeso
Regarding the stability of bicycloheptadiene metal oarboïyls. 
ix. îiiay be saggc5;P:8d that double bonds may be pulled together for overlap 
batxmey- the it-urbitalsj* so that In a reaction it may be regarded as a 
kind of conjugated dielefine
A series of derivatives of butadiene haxdng general formula (VIII) 
have also been troated with iron pesirtaoarbonyl to give the corresponding 
Fe ( GO} complexe s
F@
GOmH,
A d d  ‘
cm,. - GOMpg OOGHr.^
8in xnterestxDg typo ol' cc%pounci' has been obtained by the
reactions baWeen 3^ -batadiena and l^a-diphei^’l-l.B-^ bataoleriO
with iron carbonylo 1 ^k-DipkenyIbntadiene reacts with iron carbonyl givi
yellow orange crystals of (G^Hg)gD'e(GO)  ^ But IgU^dipheAyl functions
as a bong,ere derivative in reactions with chrordum hexacarbon/I and the 
iSubstituteG aromatic chromuan tricarbonyl of composition Cj^ Hj|^ (G^ Hg)pGr(GO)
or GhHi (GÆr:')g I Or(CO)^  are formed « as is clear from the followinga u  o > Æ I
diagrams
rD
if
(GO),
CrCCO"),
t
/  W i'
(CO)
fe
3
(CO)
m and p-I>ivi.ByIbe:oseiie also react in a similar way w?rth 
dodecacarboi\yl to form the respective complex as follows:
f
Weiss et hat® recently reported the ay mt he sis of tetracarbony
butadierieirom and octacarboxyl batadienediiron.
r e
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In such compounds the dlene serves as a monofunctional ligand as in the
B fi' 1 ^
cation I GgHgFe(GO}gG^H^\ '  ^ Other butadiene complexes with other
metals &ogo (Cl Mo(CO)^g j G) H^Co(GO)^! 0 ? HrVCvH^CCO)^ andif. O ■£, di  ^ i4-  ^ Ji *' Lj. ^
O^Hg(GO) hare also been prepared and studied
Manj other aojclie dienaa like Igg^hexadlem and pentadiene
18
complexes have been studied * ljj5 “Hexadiene gives rise to a mixture of 
tricarboBjIs 1 ^ 3  and 2  ^^.^^hexadienelron'
The reaction of I^ U^ p^ontadlens (XXXII) with Fe(CO)^ produces 
tricarboiigri trams-lpj-pentadieneiron (XII?) o
r  F
g
( m i n i
//1V
m.
3
Tbs sâïïieà product is obtained when either trana-l 3^ =penta- 
dlene (II?) or cis-I^J^p-entadiene (.XI?I) is treated m.th iron pentaearborffi 
It has been generally observed that acjclicdiexias having cis-alkjl 
substituents yield trans acyslicdieiisiroB complexes o
H^C
mOH,
/*
01
/ ® 3
3
//
Fe
fV:
Cationic Dienyl Complexe s
One important question which arises with the die ne-, complexe s 
concerns the reactivity of the dlene ligand whi.Ie bonded tio Fe(GO)^ 
relative to that of the free dlene itselfo Generally the dlenes are 
maeh less reactive when complexée! as is clear from Hal lam and Paiison^  
study of tricarbonyl butadieneiron.
However in one respect at least_^  the completed dlene is more
reactive than the free dienea Itself and this reaction involves the
abstraction of a hydride ion from the carbon attwi adjacent to the dlene
system, For example , Fischer^ ^^  has found that the reaction of tricarbonyl
eye lohejiadi one iron with t r in he ny Ime t by I't e t r a f 1 u or obor a t e produced
tricarbonyl cyclohexadienylirontetrafIiiorobcrate ^
19Petit et ai' have studied acyclic dienyl cat5,onic comnlexes
/  \
We
f\7-
/
C H
S
The triphenylmethyl cation fails to abstract a hydride ion from 
tricarbonyl trans^l^i^uentadisnelron (IXXI ) . Therefore the queetloïi ar®s 
whether ei8-l,^ 3 -p0 irtadien@ ( XXXII) would behave similarly o However at 
this stage this compound was not available as the reaction of els'll^ 3 -' 
pentadiene with iron pentacarbonjl leads to the formation of the trans 
c o m p le x o
However the e-is isomer has subsequently been obtained by an 
indirect rout® and it is found that the hydride abstraction reaction 
does proceed.
//  Cl
.F©
■
'S'
”3
(3DCXÏÎ.) (xm)
In view ©f the failure of the trans complex to undergo reaction with
tritylfluoroborate^ they treated tricarbonyl-trans-2 ^pentadlene-l-ol
iron with perchloric acidc It gave an almost quantitative yield of the
perchlorate salt of a tricarbonyl pantadienyliron cation. It has been
shown that the cation possesses a cisold structure rather than transo-id
one, Other salts of cation (XXXV)^  the tetrafluoroborate and hexa-
fiuorophosphate are also formedo The salts are all yellow^ crystalline
diamagnetic solids^ soluble only in polar solvent^ They all possess
«1strong carbonyl absorption in the infra-red at 2120 and 2072 cm \ The 
salts readily decompose in water to produce the trans alcohol complex. 
Treatment of the salts with sodiumj^ hÿârlde gives a mixture of the
:i.vu:i comul cz-.e s , XQi■^\^XQX\ S'CiCi
,.:n. /' sbuc'. oi: i:-hc " i\  % ;;.ho:) i Lah  1 L c c z p r l^ e ^  bOp c±c and
tra n a  ir;G;ac.c. I n  cont-raKl. to  the  tron;::^ the c is  loon icr r e o c t c  re^cdlh. 
vjxth ta 'ip h s n y in ie th v i c a t i o n  t o  p lv e  the c a l l  ( X X X / ) .
T i/ ic a rb o r^ l '- 'I -m e th y l pentadi any 1 iroii si:d t r ic a r b o n y l - ' j . , n- 
d im e th y -Ip o n ta c lie r jy 'I iro n  c a t io n s  have a ls o  been p re p a re d  v ia  th e  re a c t lv  
in d ic a te d  In  the  f o l lo t f in c  scheme:
/
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The same type of geometrical isomerism as in tricarbenji tran8-2^ L=' 
p0 ntadieBe-l-oIiroBç) occurs upon formation of the cations and they are 
also seen in their reaction with water o Treatment of triearbo^ iyl-1 - 
methylpentadlenyllron cation with sine or sodium hydroxide affords the 
bis (tricarbonyl) derixrative of trans^trans=5 jj6 '=-dleratliyl«^l5 3 ?^ 
desatetraenelSDa 0  (%
(CO
ll--’Cje'iobutadie.ne Metal Complexes ibTTT ' 3
The synthesis of eyelobutadiene itself was an old problem for 
organic chemists^ Efforts to prepare cjelolya tad lens metal complexes 
started in 195-6 when Orgel et predieted that 8tabiLl?;.ation of this
organic entity was only possible by Tl-c@mplex bonding to a metalo Criegle 
and Schroder in 1959 succeeded in preparing the first iT^compiex of 
cyclobutadiene^ i«8 o tetramethyl cjolobutadiena nickel chloride according 
to the following scheme of reaetions
Me Me Me Me Me Me
G G GHgGlg^BFg-EIgO G---G— GI G--- C
III ni *’!“■ do “ P 111 li I1^3.(G0)|^ I' D^ iGlg -y. Ij.OO
G G " 'G-— G— CI   d  C
i l  î 1 i l
Me Me Me Me He Me
x i i i i  n j v
I t  i s  a re d  v i o l e t  d ia m a g n e tic  co m p le xo T h is  shows some unexpected  
p ic o p e rtie s ,, e^gu i t  fo rm s an a d d i t io n  compound w i th  chloroform and i t s
15
'>o
molecular weight is ten times that expected fo%" a monomeric species"'". 
The x-ray study shows that in solid state the molecule is dimeric
with the following structure
r  ÏÀL„
/o/
NX.'' '
C Hi.Q
This behaviour with chloroform shows the tendancy of 5 co-ordinate nickel
to make usa of its vacant ? orbital for bonding to vario'us ligands.
Tetraphen^ ?'! cyciobutadiene nickel dl bromide^-has also been prepared ^
It is very similar to the tetramethy1 derivativeo Tricaxbonyl tetra-
26
phenyl cjclobutadleneiron was obtained by Reppe and eoworkers when
they treated diphenyl acetylene with iron carbonyl in an inert solvent.
This bright yellow solid « m.p ^ 23h^  ^was further prepared in high yield
2T 2dby b'eiss et al o X^ray study of the compound clearly shows the
presence of the cyclobutadien© moiety and the pher\yl group are twisted 
out of the plane of the ring and. bent away from the FeCco)^ group « 
Several tetrax^ henyl cyclobutadiene cobalt complexes of composition , 
GgagOoG^(C6 Kc;)g^, [Co)^ Hg2 (CO)|_2 (C^(C5 a5 )2Hgj , (C0 )l6 (%(G6 ^g)2 *^2 )^
and TCo..,Hg(CO), (G; have been prepared and studiedL, a a O p Ù.
,29
lo
Inspite of the fact that ao manj niQtal complexes of tetraplienji
and totraiuethyl cyelobutadiene had been isolated and studied^  no complex
of eyclobut-adlene itself was known until very recently, Mhen Pettit and 
30
coworkers reported the preparation of such a complex, namely trioarbonyi 
cyclobutadieneiron by the following route :
A
L_j
(GO) ( XLm)
They claim that the reaction can be utilised for the preparation of 
complexes of other eyclobiitadiene derivatives. They also report the 
preparation of trioarbonyi bensocycIcbut-adieneiroB in an analogous manner 
from trans dibromobansseyolobutene and ©xeess Fep(GO)g, The structures
Fei(CO),
B r
( X L T O I ) (XLÏX) (00),
of both these compounds have been established by spectral and analytical 
data,
31Pettit and eoworkers more recently demonstrated that trl- 
carbonyl cyclobutadieneiron is an aromatic system in the sense that it 
undergoes electrophilic substitution reactions to yield a series of new
17
cjcilobutadiena completes* These reactions which ar© similar to the hsII 
kswm aubstitution reactioiisof ferrocene are summarised as follows^°
Ll
'3
FT
m
H,
F©
"3
i 1©BII
i— i
v4i
11
F©
3
The nnT-uro spectra are in full accord with the assigned structures^
The aromatic character is rsadilj rationalised in terms of the 
conventional mechanisu operative for the electrophilic substitution of 
other aromatic g%)-stems such as benzene and ferrocene o
j-V
/ l \
OC I GO 
O)
/ w
GO \ CO
qo
/ l \
CO I 00
m
(x&ni) O') (1,1) (mi)
Addition of an ©leGtr@phiIL.lQ t^ecie© t© oomplmc (XLW.1) 
e^m be emleagecS as generating the «allyl^trioarbong^^liron cationio
eomples (L) stable salts of trlGarbonyl ■=> tf^allyliron (LII) have already 
been imlated ^
l?-Gyclop0Btadlen@ Metal Complexes
The metal complexes of cjolvTpentadiene are of particular interest 
due to the fact that cjclopentadiene behaves quite differently from other 
conjugated die mes* It easily legiss a proton to fomi the well Imowm 
cyclûpentadieï^I complexeOogo^ the metallooen© and related oampoumds 
Reaction of cyclopemtadleme with iron pentaoarbotiyl does not 
afford eompound (LIIÏ) but inst^ ead yields
P A
E4; // \ /Fe/
/
(00)^
(I,III)
OC
(MV)
!0
The following farther prove the spontaBQoue
decompoaitlon of (L3EII Imte the dlimer (LI?)
o
F©(CO}, Ha
However there are mai^ r stable 'Tf^ cycl 
reported in the literature^^o
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Table I
lopent-adiena =Metal Complex© &
I Hgfera|ice
r - iGj.J'LIr 0_^ x ‘Bright yellow crystsls  ^m^po 130->I32 I ii2
p 5 5 b 5 .
'ÏÏ-'GJi„,Gô iWin© red orjstals., mup* 98a99* I Wa‘S> 7^ 2^^
I
t
.0TT-CgHqCoCOgHgCH^  ) «Red oil^  mopo'-v I kk
? ,
Tl-G^ HgGo ( G^HgGHGlg ) sGrartge red crystaliiup^ W&
! I
TI-Gg'Hc;Go(G;^Hg^ G 01^ ) iOrange rad crystals^ 79-80 t l\k ^I?  ^  ^ .3  ^ j
lT-G^ iî^ Go(GJi-CO G^H-) Red erygtalâ^ m^po 125-12?'^ 1 kl
p b b b ^ " I
"FC-Gg'Bg.Go(GÆr^ GÆ^ ) |Yellow red crystalSg 128-129o5 I hS
ï'=>OJi.^ Bh ÎOrange yellow crystal8g mop^ 121=122  ^ k2 J:3
p b b o  I
The reaction between cyelopentadiene and nickel carbonyl yielda 
a red wolatilOg air stable^ low malting $olldg for which the structure 
(L3CIII) was
H
k6 ««
hf Fischer et al o The compoimd has been reformulated recently by various
H
u
22
29groups of workers'’ independently as Tl'-cyclopeatadleryl “tT-eyelopentei^ '-i 
nickel GgH^ in which the cjclopentppyl radical is behavisig as a
three electron donor like the alljl radicalq This structure has been
proved on the basis of its n^Ruro It shows a sharp peak clearly 
assignable to the five equivalent protons of the "TT-oyolopentadring,, 
together with peaks assignable to the three olefinlc and four aliphatic 
protons of the eyclopentar^l ring^^o
Mixed cjclopeBtadlene-’Cyelopentadiejrwl. metal complexes have bean 
reported (Table 1)o They have been prepared by two methods (a) RhGlaor 
IrClj when treated with KGgH^ and excess eyclopentadiene yields the
hkcorresponding cyGlopentadiena-cycIopentadlenyl metal complexes '
(b) Reduction of the anhydrous cobalticlniuM and rhodicinium salts with 
sodium borohydride or litliium alumixiium hydride
H  ^OgHg M(CgH^) (M :% GOg Rh)
In addition to the parent coH^lexes^ a series of substituted
cobalt complexes have also been prepared from cobaltoeene^^ or from
Gobalticinium salts which ars summarised below
GHoI
('F-GgHg)gOo — (%-GgHg)2a©^ I _ y  H-CgHgCoCS-GH^-Q^g)
G.G% LiAIHg
( O^H^Co(l=C Gl^G^g) —---—^'^—G^H^GoC^—CMGigG^^")
[(O^ j)gCo']'" Cl0|j'^  CjjHçLi— i». GgHgCo(GgHgC^Hg) + LiClOj^
GhsrcLcal studies reveal the presence of reactive hydrogen atom in the
G^HçM eOiRpoundo For example  ^the cobalt and rhodium compounds
react t-rXth dilute acid glTing the corresponding m-cyoXopentadierJ^ -l metal 
cations and hydrogen and they react with carbon tetrachloride giving the 
same cations and chlorefo#^
TT-CgHJî CÆg-V-H — c (Tr-GcHj)gM^ V
t"
Tf-CgH^ GGl^  ^ — e (Tr^Cÿiç)gM 4- CHCI^
1 er* and nomor« pectra of moh complexes have been extensively
The presence of am additional exoeyelic double bond attached t© 
the cyciopentadiene ring as found in falvenes or cjelopentadiemmes allows 
the formation of stable metal complexes ia which the cyclopentadism moiety 
retains it g conjugated diene character c.
The reaction of fulvenes with metal carboi'^ I^s at high temperature 
(150^ } yields substituted cyclopemtadies^l metal carbos^I d e r i v a t i v e o  
But by the use of milder thermal condition (14.0^) in the reaction between 
cij<-dlsubstitated f ml vanes and dlironannescarbos^ll Weiss and Hub©!^^ have 
isolated ^disubstltuted derivatives of tricarbonyl fulvenealrono
0
h
(Lxv) (1.%^) (imi)
2h
They ha^e alao reported^/ the preparation of an octaoarhonyl fulm^ ne^
They ha^e alao reported^^ the preparation of an octaoarhonyl fulmine 
diiron iLXVII) and hexacarboi^I full^neiran for which the' structure
(LXH) have been proposed «
The tricarbonyl fulveneiron complexes may bs protonâted to
givB substituted tricarborgrl cyclopentadienyliron catlonog ©ago
/
OG I GO
CO
(Lxmïi)
OHMci i>
F©
/
GO
GO
GO
Hegarding metal complexes of cyclopentadionone^ it may be pointed out that 
cyciopentadienone itself is too unstable to b© Isolated and yet it forma 
stable metal aomx>I©xe3 and this is another example of stabilisation of an 
unstable olefime ^ecies like cyclobutadiena by metal complex formationo 
The parent compoundtricarbonyl cyclopentadienoneiron is a yellow 
crystalline compound (m^ pc « Complexes of cyclopentadienones of
^0 99different transition metals have been described and reviewed ,
2g
CycIopeBtadienTl cationic compls-xee
Salts of tricarboï^ rl oyclopentadioi^'llron cations ha^ alao been 
prepared bj different methods as outlined belom^^g5)^ ^53 %
C O
(00)2%
0
F©
(GOL
HPF/.
GO
.V.
(CO).
-t"
3(GD)gBr
Fischer and Fichtel^^^^^ hare also obtained salts of the oyclopentadienyl 
cationic campiez©s using ethyl©na in place of cas^ ban monozld©
TT-CpM(C0 )3X -i- C 2 %  +  AICI3 — &prr-C^ 5M(CO)3(CgHjj)] MX^ i.
M Mo g W
n-GpFe(CO)gCl -vCgHj^ -\-AlC1.3 |^nCÿijF0(CO2)GgHd A1X|^
The cations har© been isolated in the form of their salts with different 
anlonsg ©«go [^Gr(Mj)2(î^ îGS)^  ^ « Several olefins^ ©ogo propylem^
Qjelohexena^ butadiene^ cyclohezadiens undergo similar reactions^
"CTcIohexadiene Metal
Table II 
Gyelohexadiene Metal Complexes
Compound 1 Properties
4S» O  cî»*»ri CO cpi c=s1
' Reference1 C3 to c, CrLf îLij
0^%Fe(GO)^
i
1 Yellow liquid^ m»po 8«9*
1
... 1 ' ........
6
1
G^HçMe^FeCCO}^ 1 Yellow oil ' 10
%Fe( G O ) ^ 1 Pale yellow osystals^ mopo hS^ 
1
1 55
( G^Kg ) gMo ( GO ) g
1
1 Yellow crystal8g d 90^
1
i 56 
1
Co2(C0)|^(G^g)g  ^ Golden plat©8^  d 100* ' 57,58
G^gV(GO)gG^Hg 1 Bark red crystals^ moPo 98^100^ 
1
59
The study of cyelohexadieiie metal oomplezes started Ln 19S8% 
when the préparation of trlGarbonyl cyelohexadiemiron was reported by 
Hallam and PausoBo^ The importance of double bond conjugation is 
demonstrated by the reactions of I^k-cyclohexadleme (R — Hg GH^ ) îilth 
Fes (00)^2 which yields complexes Gontaining the oyGl@hexa-1^3“dl8na
E E
12
F©(CO).
(LSI) (nn)
ïï
Th© reactions of octaflüorocyclohexa-l^k^dlem with trllrondodocacarebonyl 
also gives a 1^ 3 dieme derivativeo The structure of such compounds have 
been dlseuaaed in the light of infra-red and noïiuro data^^o It is 
interesting to note that the reaction of I«raetho:sj“Cj0loh0:^ adien9 tilth
(00)^2 afford a an equilibrium mi.xtura of triearbos^ 'X^  1-iuethos^ ' 
eyelohe%a-l^^3-dieneiron {'16% yield) and triearbory^methojg oyclohexa- 
l^ i|.^ di©neiron (2li^ ) « The miaîxur© was characterised by its
j.
o m
(XiXxnx)
Fischer gt_al^ have recently prepared cyclohexadlena metal
complexes by treating cyclopentadiexyl complexes with cyelohexa°lg3-diene 
under ultraviolet irradiation, ©ogo %%^GgRg(C0 )2  ^ GçHgMnC^Hg(CO)g 
GgHgGoG^Hg and Ggfig IJCgHf-MnCcO)^  ^hâve been prepared by this route* The 
last compound has the following structure
/  I
'0
\
(LXXI?)
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This is the first reported compound of a metaJ. tr-Gomplex In whioh the 
cycIohexadieBe moleeulo is incorporated as a bridge between two metal 
atome o
In i960 Wilkinson ©t quite unexpectedly reported that 
cyelohexadiene behaves like cyalopentadlene, losing hydride ion, forming 
diengri complex as the treatment of cyGlohe3ca^ I,o3°di©n© with manganese 
carbos^l yields tricarboi^I cyclohexadiesiyliiianganaaeo It is an extremely 
stable, yellow, volatile, diamagnetic complex
H
1 '
L I J
M m
_ / 1 \
00 gg GO
The discovery of this eoii^ ound paved a new way in the field of research, 
Triearbos^i cyclohe^cadlenyImanganeaa is even more readily obtained by
reduction of C^H^4si(G0 )^ '^^  td,th in aqueous solution or with
in ether* Substituted cyclohexadienylmangasies© tricarbo%ls are formed 
from the corresponding cations (Ar ^  toluen© mesltylen©,
hexaiftethylbensene or naphthalene ) by means of sodium borohydride^ «
Another rout© to prepare eyclohexadies^ 'l metal eosplexes lies 
in hydride abstraction reaction, Fischor et prepared tricarboi^l 
oyeiohesmdiei^liron tetrafluoroborate from tricarbonyl Gycloh02m-1,3=
dieneirosQ 'by trGating it with trltyl finoroborate
29
/ 
f@ — CO
PihG BFs.
00
BFj
The oatloB la isoeleetroBic with trlearbos^i ojcloh@xadi©r§*’IiîiangaBeige 
It ia a jellow^ diamagnatdc^ air etabi© compoimd readily aoluble in 
polar aoI^BBtSo
D Î S G Ü S S Î O I
«a» o  tci o  i*a *t* e*31-* < —> *c/> o  vra
V3cia«i^ c:Li'^ «=» c=:t=»<5 cjp 6:^  (&pi iC:) czi
Jï-
Since the discovery of triearboii^ l cyclohaxadienyl oianganem in 
1961g several papers have been published concerning cyolohQxadi.eDyi 
complexes of F©^  RUj^  966=09 However very little attention 
has been paixl to the stady of trlcejrboryl cjelohexadienylimn cation 
salt8*^^^ and their aevBn-membered ring homologue8^  trioarbonyi cjclo- 
haptadi.eB^ 'liron cation saltSc, just prepared by Dauban and
The Horh presented in ttds thesis ia primarily concerned wi;bh Jh.- 
atucy of the a'9 cations ^
It is generally agsonied that in emoi';. àiony). ccimlmen; v:;t; 
carlocyolic !- igands contain Sp'' brtridised z-^Aon a t ,
ainmItanc?ousi;;-• bonded tc thz iron atcm They c m  thus bo cU.."i n.c. n?
eoïrpI@x@3 in ^ yhlch the orgamc ligand a dosiat:^  S ctsctrons ôû '..ho vsctar 
atomo Theiv. stability re aesimiec due to t-ho mvzn of bondir-2 rh: eh 
involves the donor properties of rho Th-eieetroxi sratosii of thi 
and back deration of electron dsnoity the loetal a'toiî. to rhe
organic ligand throe gh the interaction of filled d sBta I orbit si. e cd.t - 
rucaot antibondlDg I IT ' ) orbitale of tho oarbomurfi ion ligarfia f-'de
interaction jb important since at the same time it atrengthenr metal- 
l;Lgand bonding^ dec-reaaas the electron density on the metal and 
concomitantly decreases the ©lectropM.Iicity of the eaiJ'bezfjim ire: 
îuolety ^
Two geimn^ al méthode have been ctiligsd to prepare such jrany'I 
complexes « Theaa are a:;,
31
(i) Hjds’ld© ion abstraction from IT-dlene iron complex leading to 
a Tl-dlenjI eoinpless
(CO).
(ii) Hydride ion addition to arsne metal cations
r
CHp
Both methods have been applied by the author to prepare die^ I^ 
complexes of iron<>
The large mimbers of cyolopentadienyliron complexes X'jhlch have
the
been prapaz^ ed^ promptad^ investigation of the ability of the iaoeleotronic 
cyGloh©xad3-@nyl and cycloheptadianyl ligands to form analogous iron 
coïïiDlexoSû The reactions of the es;mpl©xes of these Isoelectronlc 
cationsj, with suitable anj.onsp were examined.
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Tricar.bowl c^ '^ clohsptadienyliron tatraflaoroborate 70
LXXVII LXXVIII LXXIX
The tropylium cation (LXXVII) is isoelectrooic with the eyclG=
pentadieD^l anion (LIXIX) and with the neutral bensesie mcleua (LXXVIII)
Therefore in principle It should be able to form ^^ sandwioh^  ^type
complexes with transition metalSo
l#0D eyoloheptatrlene was refluxed with hexacarbotjyl chroma.urn or*
moljbdemin^ tricarbonyl cycloheptatriens chromium and molybdenum
71respect!m^ly were Isolated' o
Dauben and Homien syntheeiïsed first complex of the
tropyliuiïi ion (LXXXI) by treating tricarboi^l cycloheptatxleno 
molybdenum (LXXX) with trityl fluoroborate^^*
OC C CO
VKQ^' BK
-2 h
Mo
OC CO
i C f )
BFi
LXXX LXX.XI
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The reaction of cycsloheptati'iene with iron pentacarbonyl gave two 
productS5 the relative amounts of which depend on reaction conditionne 
Heating equimolar amoumta of cyeloheptatriene and iron pentacsu^ bo^ vi. 
at 135^ for one day yielded a 19si ratio of (GyHg)Fe(GO)^ (LXXXIII) and 
C^ .H|^ qF0(GO)->^ (LXXXII) raspectlFelji whereas after five days the same 
products ware fomed in a ratio of 2si respectivel^ ye
Tricarbonyl cjcloheptadienyliroB tetrafluoroborate was obtained 
bj treatment of the cyclolieptatriene coinplez with flaoroboric acid or 
by hydride ion abstraction from tricarbonyl eycloheptadlena-iron 
(LXXXIIÎ) by triphenyl methyl cation..
^ reX
O C  I
c
o
MSXII
C O
HBF,
/
7/
OCX i
4»'s
. Fe
O c "  I X
C C Oo
m i
k
3h
To sonfim the structure of (LXXXIV)^  further reactions were
,/p'
carried out Reduction ’^d.th godiim borohydrlde^ lithium aluminium 
hydride and sine dust respectively was investigated ^ Zinc dust - 
promoted dimérisation of the cation (LXXXIV) to give the neutral 
ccHîipIex (LXXXV) from which the corresponding hydrocarbon (LXXX?I) was
i-miv
re
Mi(OHî?aîoMo)
I W J
liberated on treatment with diethylanstriamin©«
The fXuoroborate salt (LIXKIV) ie m stable bright yellow 
crystalliim compound which darkens gv’adually above lSO*^ o It di^lays 
metal carbos^I absorption at 2119(VS) 2062(VS) and I960 in tha
infra-red and the spectra contains resonances at T >^3
ko2 7 oS 8o2 (relative
‘70
intensities of 2  ^2g 2  ^2 respectively)o 
Trioarbonyi cjclohexadienyliron tetr^Iuoroj^gatg^^^
The trlcarboi^l cyclohexadie^liron tetrafluoroborats obta5.nsd 
in 80^ yield by Fischer® s axethod
3S
O C  C O  C O (Lxsxrai)
Ths structure of tha cation (LXXXVII) has been astablishsd by
67WllkixisoB at si \  The BoîUcro spectm® of the emipoixnd gives the 
simple line pattern of a cyclohasadies^l agrstemo The 
ligmnd gives ris© to three triplets of -relative intensity Is2s2  ^the 
triplet of unit relative Intensity occi^ ring at lomest fields These 
banda are assigned t© the H^(^2o66) and H^ Hc^ (T^ $o66)
protonso
One of the two methjiene protons gives two sharp bands at T 08$ 
and Soil and the other gives two triplet s'® at, 7 c09 and 6086» Th© 
difference in structure of the bands suggest® that and H ^  are 
coupled in different ways t© and Hgo This difference has been 
©5£plain©d by assuming that the TÎ *^ £^ 7 ring is mot completely planer 
but that methylene carbon is bent out of the plane of the other 
carbon c.
ïododicarbonyl -dienji iron
Many monomslear % - cyclopentadi©:^! carboiyl metal halidesj, @ogo 
G^H^4©(CQ)^G1 Gg^ IgFe(GO)^ X have been reported„
36
OiilorodicarboBjrl Gyclopemtadlei^ rl — naa prepared by air 
©mdatdosi of tctraoarboi^ I dleycIop@Hïtfàdles^ Idiiron in hydrochloric 
aeid -= methanol eolation* Tho corresponding iodide (D]DQCVIII)^  a 
black crystalline compound was obtained by heating the chloride with 
potassium iodide under refliuc in ethanol solutionu
Dauben mid hare recently prepared iododiearbost^ l
eyeloheptadia^liron (LXXXIX) by treating the triearbos^ l cjclohepta- 
diof^ IiroB cation (LIXXI¥) mth potassium iodide in acetone * Mo
O C C OOC CO
(LXXXWIï) 
mperlmental detail wae gi^^Bo
The author prepared th© six membered ring analogue (IG) in an 
analogous manner by treatment of trioarbong?'! cyciohexadlen^ '^Iiron 
tetrafluoroborate with potassium iodide o The n*m*r * spectriMii of the 
c;mpl#% could not be obtained due to its unstabillty in solution *
Howexmr its atruoture baa been confirmed by analysis infra-red and 
smss spectroscopyo
Thé infra-red apactrum ©sshlbit© t w  sharp bands in the G^H stretching
region at 29U1 and 2dh9 onr These bands can be attributed to the
iB’-'^phase and out'-of-phas© vibrations of the two hydrogen atoms of the 
99methylene group in the cyelohexadienyl ligand of the complexo Thesî 
band© may be compared with the infra red ^ectrmiî of tricarbonyl cycio- 
h0^adienyl<manganeee in whJ.eh these bands occur at 2970 and
2830 =, Its infra-red spectrum further contains peaks at
20if.I and 1992 in the metal carbonyl region,as do its other dienyl^  
iron homologue80 Lack of absorption in tha l$gO - I6OO cm^ '^ region 
indicates the absence of a cyclohejjcadlena group and bands at liih5 and 
lUoU can be assigend to the stretching modes of the ring*
Further evidence about the structure of the compound (XG) is 
derived from its mass spectrum which showed the following cracIcing 
pattern
Fe
C O
Fe
O C
Fe
'~C H
Vo peak
The physical properties of iododiapyliron complexes of five^  six 
and seven membored rings have boon summarised in table I» (See Appendix)
Cyanodicarbonyl cyclopentadienyliron^^ (XCI) was obtained by 
treatment of chloride carbonyl cyclopentadieiyllron mth sodium cyanideo 
In an analogous maimer the six and seven membered ring lli'enyl complexes
^  ^  I ' / {
C O  C N  O C  C O  C N
(xcn) (xom)
(XCII^  Xdll) were obtained.
Treatment of iododicarbonji cycIoheptadienyliroB (LKX)ŒX) with 
potassium cyanide in acetone afforded an orange crystalline compound 
(XCII) in 68? yieldo The compound does not give a well defined nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectrum but Its analysis and iiifra red spectrum 
confirm its structure as (XCIX)o The infra-red spectrimi contains a 
sharp absoii>tion at 213? cm“ '^ characteristic of a cyanide group and the 
absorptioxTis at 20i|o and 1980 cm"^ in the metal carbonyl region are 
identical to those found with the compound (LXXXÏX)o
The reaction of iododicarbonyl cyclohexadienyliron mth potassium
39
cyanid© isî acetone yielded cyaBodicarboryX cyelohejcadienyliron (XCIÏX) 
as a pa'ie yellow crystalline compound p The compound (XOIIÎ) could not 
be rigorously purified due to decomposition during crystal'ii^ atloBo 
Its structure, however^ is established on the basis of its infra-red 
spectrum which is very similar to those of its five and seven membered 
ring homologues (XGI, XGII) whose structures have been unequivocably 
established ^
The infra-red spectrum contains two sharp peaks in the G=H
stretching region at 2%1 and 2817 which can ba assigned to
symmetrical and anti symmetrical stretching modes of the methylene group
in the cyelohexadienyl ligand (cf* 2926 and 205*3 i 10 cm given
99
by Bellamy for CH^  group) o The strong bands In the metal carbonyl
region appears at 29U1 and 1992 cm“ -^ and have identical frequency values
to those of iododicarbonyl cyclohexadienyllron and tricarbonyl eyclo-
he^ cadienyl manganese® o A significant sharp peak of medium intensity
occurs at 2128 cmT' which can be assigned to stretching frequency^
Compounds having a cyano group attached to the ring have also been
preparedÜ The difference in the frequencies of the stretching modes
of the cyano group in such complexes will be discussed latero
Tetracarbonyldieyolic dienyl diiron
The first reported exaiipl© of a djjiieric dienyliron compound xfas
^ G g H ^ e ( G O ) ^ o b t a i n e d  directly by interaction of iron penta°
oarbôs^I and dieyclopentadiene,, Aerial oxidation of the dimer in HCI
79 02
or HBr afforded Gj^ HgFQ(CO)gX (Cl or Br)  ^ ^
ilssuiBing that the c^ rolohessaclienjrl and c^ rcIoheptadieDjI ligande can 
donate g electrons to the iron atom in the same way as cyclopentadlenyl 
groupp the preparation of ths analogoiig^  six and se-mn membered ring 
dianyi dimers analogous to ^^HgFe(GO)^ ^ was attempted by reduction of 
iodpdicarbonyl dlenyliron with sodiumo
The compound (LJCXXIX) on treatment with 1% sodium amalgum in 
tetrahydrofuran afforded bright red shining crystals of totracarbonyl 
dicyclohaptadianyldlirono
Fe
O C  C O  i
o
isc C O
fe “
n
O
The proposed structure (XCiV) of the compound was confirmed by 
analysis and spectral data» The infra-red spectrum is very similar 
to that of other dimeric dienyl iron complexes (see table 3 in Appendix) 
The mass spectrum shows the following cracking pattern»
Fe(CO) z
%
i A. H
g
C O
■V
”2h
CO
t
s© lare©
Similarly treatment of iododicarbonyl cyclohe%adi@nyllron (XC) 
with 1% aodxiM amalgam, ga'^ e^ shining pln!d.@h red crystals of tetra- 
carbonyl dieyclohesadiejnyldiiroB (XG?)
oc
l^Iig
The compound haa aîmilar physical properties to compound (XGI?)* 
Because of the marked instability of this complex^ It was not obtained 
pureo
The structure of tetracarbonyl dicyc].ohexadienyldilron (XGV) was 
established from the following infra-red evidenceo
Absorption in the metal carbor^l and bridged carbopyl regions at 
19?6 and ITkS cnC respectively is unequivocal proof for th© formation 
of dimeric structure* Other pealcs characteristic of the cyelohexa^
53,67
dlenvl residue at liiOI« 1316* 1297 and 103? cm were also present
Reactions of sodium cjelopentadienide with iododicarbomddianyliron*
8?Hallam and PauBon treated bromodicarbonyl eyelopentadiepyliron 
■rlth sodiuïïi cyelopantadienide and obtained an orange red crystalline 
compound which was originally reported as dicarbonyl dieyclo-^
p e n t a d i e n y l i r e «
T
C O ^ B ,
0N a O
ICO).
Ferrocene and dimer (XG¥II) îiere also obtained as by products of the 
reactioHo
In an analogous manner sodium cy dopent ad ienid© was allowed to 
react with iododicarbonyl cyeloheptadienylirons A yellow crystalline 
product which spontaneously decomposed even under nitrogen was Isolatedo 
The brown residue was subjected to high vacumi sublimation sines it was 
felt tliat some stable product might b© obtained but no 
material could be obtained o Th© second product from the reaction^ 
separated chromatagrsphlcallj was an orange red gum formed in a very 
low yield which was not identifiedb Th© unstable completes may perhaps 
be ths «c^lop©ntadi©s:yI complex (XCVIII)*
C  C O
The main product was identified as tetracarbonyl cjclohoptadienyl cyclO' 
pentadler^ldiiroD (XGIX)*
hk
The coiiTpoaBd was iimstable Isi solution like the other bridged dien^ rl iron 
complex©So The proposed structure (IGI.K) of the compound waa supported 
bj analysis and infra red ^ectrutUo The naB^ rft spectrum could not be 
determined due to its Instability and low solubility^ The infra-red 
spectrum has been compared mth those of other analogous complexes in 
table 3 (Ss© Appendix) ^ It eontalna metal cax^bo^I and bridged oarboi^ rl 
absorptions at 1992 and l?gl The abmrptioms; in the x^gion from
3000 to 1000 are miy similar to those found ejith other analogous 
complex© a Q.
Th© presence of the eyclopentadienyl group in th© compound (XGIZ) 
was confirmed by strong absorptions at 1^22  ^1360 ,^ IIIO^ 800«p8o6 mC"' 
which are characteristic of the 'Tfxyalopentacliexigrl ligand o
Treatfi^ nt of iododicarbos^ 'X cyoXohexadlex^'liron (IG) with sodium 
cyclopentadlenlde gave an analogous product^ which again could not be 
characterised due to its low stability6 This complax (C) was
O C  C O
N
9
IX
CO
O C Ç
characterised only on th© baeis of th© absorption in its infra-red 
spoctruia in th© carboxyl region at 1980 and l??0 denoting metal
carbonyl and bridging carbonyl groupSo
Is.6
ReactiorîS of tricarboBjI ojclohaptaclleî^liron and trxcarbonjl cyolo-
hazadianyiron cationswj.th mlons»
Mnnro and Faason7^ £>'^ 3 treated trlcarbonjl TT^ tropylima^chromiuni 
eatlem
/with a variety of anioBS to establish whether the positive charge was 
localised mainly on the ring or alternatively on the metal atom# They
+
Cr
1?. •™"— ^
(CO
& assumed that such modes of reaction would be respectively I or II
t
f X — e- IL.M(G0)3
II -1-%-— g, m(oo)gx i- GO
(T-) C-Î (r-) -
It was shown that many anions such as H  ^OCH3 ^
GQH^ CCOgCpHc^ jg specifically attack the sawn memberad ring suggesting 
that the positive charge resides largely on the ligand^^ «
However th© reaction of tricarboxyl tropyllimi«chromium perchlorate 
(GI) xvith cyclopentadienlde anion  ^an ion with strong affinity for 
traneition metals does not produce a eyeloheptatriena complex of the 
typ© (GII) nor does th© aalon attack the metalo This reaction was 
found to lead to contraction of the sewn membered ring with resultant
il?
formation oî trioarbomyl beiif,eBe-chromimüo
A quite différant result was obtained Wian the compound (01) was 
treated with cyanide ion,* In addition to a mi&ll amount of the 
expected deriwatiim (GII^ R —  the main product obtained from the 
reaction was Blmm to have the structure (CIII)o
CL/
^Ct
‘ \  
C O  c
/ 1 \  
O c o  C O
This interesting behaviour with different anions prompted the author 
to examina the reactions of the tricarbonyl cjcIoheptadieBylirori (LIXXIv) 
and triearbos^fl cjelohaxadianjiiron (bXXXVII) cations with various a%iion@
ir
-f H
^CHR
Hi; H.
k 8
obtained tricarbonjl cycIohspta-I.J-dlexielron (OIU^ . R - H) 
on redaction of cation (LlxriV') m t h  sodium borohycirlda or lithium 
almainiujî hydride. The compound (OIV^ R — H) exhibits strong absorptions 
at 2ok6  ^ 1977 cm" in metal carbonyl regiono Its nuclear mag'netic 
rseoiiane®^^ at. 71ko76 has been aaaigried to the two central di©n@ protons 
ioSe Hgç, H3 o fha resonances at are assigned to the H% proton^r
while the h protons at position# ÿ and ? give rise to the resonance; 
at TjQoOSo The two protons of the Œ g  group at 6 position give rise to 
a resonance at 'î'^ SoSo All the bands are complex due to apin^spln
apilTÆing o
Tha cation ( L I I X I Y ) reacted with sodluva etlio5d.de and gave orange
crystals of t:ricE^rbonyl"?-athoxy-cyclohept 3^«clleneircm (GÏ?.
R r; OCgHg) o The gtruoture was established from its analysis and
^pactral datao Its Infra red spectrum shows strong absorptions in
 ^ *
metal easbon^"! region at 2020  ^ 1988 (table U) (a@© Appendice) o
Its nuclear magnetic speetmit display's bands at t''>ko7 (H2g&%3).9 
6o?2 8o9 (GHg^ Œ 3 of ethory gr o u p ) 6o2 Hy) and 7o6-9o0
(for full detail85 s@e Appendix)o
Its structure is further confirmed by its mass epactrmi i^ich shows 
the following cracldng pattern
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îhe above pattern clearly establishes that the ethoxf gsfoup is attached 
to a carbon atom adjacent to a diena carbon atom*
The réaction of the Gompound (GI?^  E ':r:OG^ iig} mth trityl flaoro^ 
borate resulted In reconversion to complex (LXXXI?) o
When treated with sodtea m8tho]d.d8p triearbos^l cycIohexadles^yllroB 
tetrafluoroborate gi-^-es a stable yellow oil# tricarb©i\yl 5°metho^y 
eyGl©h8%a= 1 ^3-dienelmn (OV^  K - OMe) in g6^ jieldo
so
UO GO
HR
Fe
/ i \ ^
CO co
Its structure {CV^ R OMe) Iiaa been established cm the basis of 
amljsds ami spectral propertieso
Its iîafrci red smotrmi shoi-ia characteristic metal earbog^I 
absorptioriB at 202o-19S8 mT^ {me table it) and ebaraeteristio ether 
absorptions at 10?5.^ 1090
Tim momc.ro speetrnm ©rdiibits on® multiplet at T.koSS (2) which 
may b© assigned to th© aliphatic diem protons an.other multiplet
occurs at 'î^ 6o5-=7o5 (2) and can b@ attributed to the protons li^ gE^ o 
three protons of the metho^' group give rise to a eharp singlet of 
aity 3 at T,6o85o Ti€© couplez bands at %  8«8 o3 and T6o25 of 
rolati'sa intensity 2^1 respeetlvely were assigned to re so nano© of the 
H^bgG and ll^a, protons re^eetively (see Appendix)o
The methoxyl group can be ababraoted by the triphenyl methyl cation 
to produce th© cation (LX30C¥ïî) and triphanjlmethyl ether o
To examine th© action of the cyanide asilon^  the cation (L2[XX1\T) 
waiB treated with potassium cyanide in ethanol o Ethanol Itself entered
into the reaction producing tricarbopyl 7-ethoxy cyoloheptadienairosi 
along with a residue of pmssian blue*
Whan acetone was used as solvent the reaction gave tricarbonyl 
7<=^cyaB.O“eycI©b.©pta=-lp3'='di©aeiron as a viscous oilo The infra red 
spectrum of this complex contains a sharp peak of medium intensity 
at 223? characteristic of a <=-Csl gi’oup attached to the cyclic
ligandg and metal carboryl stretching frequencies at 2083 and 2020=
1980 cmT^o The coraplex could not be further purified due to its low 
stabilityo Gn3.y a small ^lount could be distilled into a cold f3.nguE®@ 
and the infra-red spectrum of this oil was identical to that of the 
product directly obtainedo
Tricarbonyl cycIohsxadlenyliroB tetrafluoroborat© (IXXXVII) ga'm 
trioarbonjI-g=cyano©yGl©hexa-I^3=-diesie (GV^  E - by treatment wdtli 
potassium cyanide in acetone o Its structure (C¥,, R (&) was
spectrally and amlytically established <,
Its infra-red spectrum exhibits =G sB pealc attached to the ligand 
at 2237 and metal carbonyl absorptions at I960
table li)o
The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum contains peaks at X  ^ UoU5 (S 
whi.ch may be attributed to the two central diene protons Hg^H^, A 
covjplex multiplet at T,6o8 - 7oI (3) may be assigned to th© 
protons while another multiplet of intensity 2 arises from the protons 
Ha^ He (see Appendix)o
The cyamj.de anion la abubracted by th© triphenyl methyl eati©m. 
gi^ l^Bg the trxearbo2^-I cjclohexadiemylirom cation (l»XX]C¥II)
-CN
Fe
^  / 1 \  OC coco / l \OC CO CO Oc CO ON
(C¥I) (OVII) (XCÎII) (XCII)
It is signifioant that in the above mentioned cyandde complexethe
cyanide group attached to iron gives a-CaH stretching mode at 2128 
in the complexe^hile the cjanid© group attached to the carboqyoliG 
ligand as in the coa^oumd (CVI) and (GVIl)^  this mode was shifted toimrds 
a higher frequenoj (ioOo at 2237 To confirm the striictuml
aeaigments tricarbox^I mesitylene-manganeæ perchlorate (G¥XII) was
t
Chi.
HC-
3
C h .
O c  C(5^CO
(cmi)
f-
'C C O  CN 
(81%)
$86treated mth potassium cyanide yielding the complex (GII) ' o The
infra-red spectrum of the complex (Oil) shows a -GsE stretching 
mode at 2X28 as^ T^  (see table h in Appendix)o
The tricarbo^l cycIoheptadieryXiron cation (LXXU?) was treated, 
with the sodimii salt of diethyl malomate affording tricarbo%“X-?“[di“
methyI-cycIohepta‘=>I^ 3'=di©nairon (GIVg R - 6 (00002 1^^ )2) 
as a yellow oil in 62$ jj.©ldo Its structure (0X?« E tn ( GOOOgHg) p ) 
m s  ©s-feabXlshsd from analytical ami spectral data®
Its infra-red spectrim shows metal carboE^I absorptions at 
2053 s. 2000g 1996 cr.r^ g while the tiomoTa spectrum contains Qomlm^ bands 
at "p ^ i^.o2“5oO 5o&*6o3 (2GEg protons of ethyl group ^ H|)
6o8<-’?o5 7o8=8j6 (Hg^ Hg) 8o?-S\-2 (2GHg protons of et^l group)
All the bands are coii^ lox and unresolved due to gp:w=apin flittingo 
TE*iearbopyl=?'fii(0tho3^  ©arbosiyl)3 methyl-eye lohaxadiess ( C?^
E ^  CH( 0000 1^1^ )2) was prepared analogously f%=om cation (LIXIIFII) in 82$ 
yieldo The structure » e  established by analysis and inff'a-red and
npfiioro spectraG
The infra-red spectra of (CI?g H -J' 6l((X)OOgHg)2) and (C?^
EdHCCOOGgHg)^ was nearly identical o The characteristic peaks of 
the metal earbos^I^ ester carbonyl and ester «^ G«0 appeared at 
(2053g 2000g 1996)2 (l?2k-l667) and (II?6-1053)em“^resp©ctiveIyo In 
th® mom0^ 0 spectrum the eoiî^ oimd ghows resonances (Ep^ Hg)
$o9 (2 GEg protons of ethyl group Er^ a) 6o9 a 80O (ïïb^ Hû) ami
806 (2 GH? proton© of ethyl groups)( se© Appendix) o The reactions of
triearboDyl o^ T3loh@3?.adl6nylirôn cation (LMXHX) '&yith phenyl lithium 
at O^G aiM ^70^0 in different moleeular quantities tried o These 
reactions resulted in the formation of tetradioycloheacadiex^ldlirom 
and unstable yallowigh green oilp
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Reduction of diarene cationso
It has been pointed out in the Introduction that lithium aluminium 
hydride or sodium borobydride reduction of the cobaltic©nj-um and 
rhodieenium cationg^ proceed by addition of hydride ion in cyclo- 
pentadienyl ligand to fozm cyclopentadiene complexes^ Oogo
O
Co "t* 3=:%— Co
WilliaBïson initiated a s^ 'stematio study of the diaren© iron 
and applied this method of hydride ion addition to prepare corresponding 
eye lohexad iergrliron complexe a. This study hag been extended by th© 
authoro
Wilkineon ©t reduced benzene oydopentadies^liron cation (OX) 
(as tribromide salt) with lithium aluminium hydride and reported the
p
Fe
(SX) (CXÏ) (cm)
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formation of (OXI) suggesting that the hydride ion added to eycl©- 
pentadle^I ring A Efforts -mr® made to prove this structure on the 
basis of infra rod and UonoVo spectra (at UO But the same
authors have ref emulated the structure of th© compound as (CXÏI) on 
the basis of further nam^To studies® at $6ok Hc/s)o
In an effort to add other nucleophilethe cation (GX) was 
treated xelth metho^ grl anion but sio reaction occurred □
The cation (GX) was further treated with freshly subliiaed 
potassium butoxide Im tetraliydrofuran^  but only starting material ?ms 
recovered^ Other nucleophiles like -(E(QOOGgHg)g gava similar result a o 
Howeimr reaction of methyl lithium with th© cation (d) yielded 
methyl-eyelohejcadiez^ 'l eyclopentadies^ l^ -iron^  an orange ©ilo Phenyl- 
cyeiohex^dienjl oyclopentadies^IiroB has already been prepared by 
VJiIid.ngoB @t al^ by a siüïiilar methodo Moreover th© cation (OX) reacted 
with sodium borohydrid© t© give th© ©xpected compound (GXII)o
To evaluate passible aroBiaticity of cycI©h®3asdl®^X cyelopentadlenyi- 
iron (OXII)g Friedal Craft'’® acétylation was attempted but th© reaction 
resulted in the formation of benzene cyclopentadxenyXixon cation (GX) 
and farrosonso
The cyclopentadieryl masitylena iron cation (GXIII)^^ was prepared 
80 shomi balow and was isolated as the tetr^^henyl borate and triiodida
AlfSllj *|j-" h/lg—
'1 '
Me
(Ckhi) (C;^ 6Vj)
The reduction of the salt (GXIIIg B0j^ ) m.th lithiim almiiniiam 
hydride or sodium borohjdride yielded lp3 ^ $-trimethyl- qyolohexadlei^l 
oyolopentadler^lirom a& red oilo
The structure CCH?) was supported by analysis and Infra-red and 
Comoro spectrao Th© infra-red spsotrum ©f (GXI?) ©^ dilbita sharp 
bande in th© G-H stretching region at 30??^ 285? and 2?U0 cm^"o
It ia difficult to reaolva th© banda due to (B^ and CE^ group o 
However the band at 29Ul ciîf^ may be attributed to methylena group 
vibrations while the bands at 285? and STitO mfean be assigned to 
in-phase and out-of«>phas@ vibrations of W o  hydrogen atoma of methylene 
group of cjoloh©3cadiaz^ ’I ligand^^o
The presence of an essceedingly s'trong band at 2772 has been 
shoivm the main characteristic of peaks of eyelohexadienyl ligand by 
Willcinjion et comparing th© infra red spectra of G^^uG^Hg and
( W 5H |)g E iu
5'8
The mclear magnetic resonance spectrum established that the 
compotmd consists of only one isomero It exhibits a shaip j^lriglet 
at T  r^ol of intensity $ which has been assigned to the 5 protons of 
eyclopeiitadi@E^ l group « Two sharp sl.nglets at^^?o5l and 8 «61 of 
relatlvB intensity 3 §6 have been assigned to the protons of the 
methyl group at position k and two methyl group at positions 1^  $ 
respectively0 Remaining 1& protons show resonances between o
The presence of a:a Isomer having a group is ruled out due to
the lack of splitting of the methyl resonances^
X w  methods have been generally applied for the preparation of 
diarew metal complexeSo The first involve @ reaction of a Grignard 
reagent with a metal chloride as in the preparation of diban^ jOne-^ -
However a more effective method of wider applicability 
has been shora to be the direct interaction of an aromatic hydrocarbon 
with transition metal halides in presence of aluminium chloride a® 
catalys'fco Hydrolysis of th© reaction mixture affords the cations
Bogo (Gd,H^ )gRu^ a^
Fischer ©t al^2 th© preparation of the cations (CX?) and
(OXVI)o The cation (GX?) was isolated in the form of the t©traphenjl° 
borate salt but dlbengena iron cation (OIYI) was not isolated since the 
resulting salt decomposed ®n addition of watero
&) F©GXg Al Gig <.*=3
\ (m)
c—:>
b) FeClgi- àlGl^ i- e^Hg  ------------^ 2AlClij
The author undertook the investigation of these cations in an 
effort to prepare cyeiohexadiesgrJJ^ ron coii^ lexegg a studj liAleh had 
baen initiated bj Milliameano
A mixture of freshly prepai'ed ferrous chloride and anhydrous 
alminimu chloride ia pure dry meaitylen© was refluxad for S3JC houi'So 
The colour of the solution turned reddish bro^m and on hydrolysis the 
cation (CLY) waa isolated as the tetraphsnyl borate o
This salt was treated s^ith lithium aluminium hydride in ethylene 
glycol dimethyl ether affording yellow crystals of bis (1^3^$ trimethyl 
cyclohexadi©ayI) iron
Fe
Me
F e
The etruetur© of the m s  confirmed on the basis of oorrest
analysis and characteristic infra red ^ectrumo
The complex (0X1?II) shows methyl group and methylene group G-H 
stretching frequeneiee in th© regions 29ÿ0^282ÿ Moraoimr there
is no infra red absorptions in th© G ^  G regi 
absorption for a oyclohexadiei^I group present at 1290^
10T5 and 1026 mT^o It a nÆiv,To ^eetnm could not be obtained due to
non availability of th© compound o
Regarding th© unstable dlbengene-iron cation^ WilliaBison employed 
lithium aluminium hydrid© or aodiura borohydride for reduction without 
hydrolysis and obtalnad an orange crystalline compoimdo
©«Iron cation was carried out by a 
th© cation ^ yith lithiim aluKtinlum 
Isolate th© cation o The confound
sisiilar method^ io@o reducing 
wi-thout addition of water i
obtained and identified by It a melting point g minced melting point 
and infra-red spectrum a
Diben^ene-iron cation which is unstable in water^ was prepared in 
a similar wajo The reddish broim con^Iex (GX?I) was formed and on 
addition of a suspension of sodium borohydride in 1^2 dimethos^ * ©thaiB 
a vigorous reaction took place and there was obtained an orange compound 
whose infra red spectrum was identical with that reported by Willlænsono 
îiôïf8TOr the compound was ©btaâ.ned in too small yield for coïî^ let© 
char actesdsation o
The infra rad spectrum exhibits peaks in the G®H sts^tching region 
at 3030g 29I&I and 285? which may be assigned to mathjien®. group 
of cyclohoxadienji ligand and strong abeorption at 696^  673 showing
the presence of a b©m©n© nucleuso
Fischer et al® haw prepared cjclohexa Ip3“diene^ bmigene-iron but
(Gxrai)
its infra-red ig quite different from that of the product obtained by 
the author and Williamson (see table ÿ in Appezidix)o
rhe re action o f 1Î - dicarbo^yl eye:
with anions
itadienjIâxoKi cations
Oc CO L
L ^ GO^  ethylene oropene^ cy do hexane butadiene
Various cjclopantadienyliron carbonyl complexes bogo 
haw been mentioned In the introduction where the ineonooration of 
Ccirbonyl or different olefins maintain the inert gas configuration 
of the iron atonio
It has been shown that a suitable tT- cycXonentadienyl metal 
cation can be reduesd by lithium aluminium hydride or sodium boro- 
hydride to give cyclopentadiene olefin t^ rpe complexes Cog» GgHg^ OO
Wilkinson et al^^prepared cation (GXXX m GO)^  reduced it rtth 
sodium borohydride in an unsuccessful effort to prepare tricarbonyl 
cyolopentadleneiron (OXX)
wiii^ h is an intsmadlat© in th© reaction of GycIop©ntadi©ne irith iron 
pentat-arboiiyl to prodac© dimer C^^ Hc:;Fe(C0)2^ p. However the tri- 
ph@£\yl phosphine derivative ^ i G^o |^ C|^ HgF©(G0)2PHi^  Gl gave th© diene
.e%
CO
Th© interesting intercîanverslon ofcf’^ and IT-bonded alkyl and alkenyl
substituted cyclopentadlerijl cations has been examined by Green and
Cyclohexene dicarbonyl cycIopentadienyllro^B Wzmfliiey©;
phosphate (G^EI) w'as selected for such reactions,
“V
Fa
Oc CO
J
PR
Hagy and Gv&m?^ protonated the complex. ( Œ 15 during their studies 
%  all^I compleices of Iron and obtained cation tfith a
'IT-bonded propane ligand «
Fe H
O c CO CHj~CH=CH^
-&■ Fe CH
/
CO / 
h C
CH.
In 1962 the sasi© authors reported a hydride Ion abstraction from 
th© 0^ '"bonded alkjl iron comp lex© 8^ "^  and obtained eoiRplex (GXH?)d 
This reaction was found reversible when (OlSIf) was treated M.th
/ I  \
C O  C H jC H ^ C h
Cf^CH,CHC(
" s
(CXH?)
O q CO OH
H e  CH,
sodium borohydrids in tetrahjdrofuran complex (GH?) resulted^ The
catioB salt prepared from the and xsopropjri comple^ cee w3re
identi e @1 with the TT propem cation (OXIÏ?)
Gyelohexene dicarbo%'I eyclopentadienyliroB eatien (Œ2Ï) reported 
bj Fischer et was prepared from bromodicmrboi^I oyclopentad5,©r^ llron^  
aIum:lBlum brmilde and ejelohescene « The yield in this case was increased 
from 38 to $0^ by uslxig freshly distilled alumisrliim bromide « Th© cation 
was if^ -Iated as hexafluorophosphate ealt o The salt could not be prepared 
on a large scale since the reaction could not be stirred properly
duB to its high viscosltjo The product exhibits absorptions in the C14i 
stretching region at 3106^ 29hl and 285? cm""^  and metal carbonyl bands
I3d1
at *20625 2016 cm'^' ^  th© G-C stretch in the eyclohexene ligand occurs at
1515 cm o
The salt on treatment with socliim borohydride in tetrahjdrofuran
i c p m )
gave cjclohexyl dlcarbo.^ '^ l ejciopentadlanjlircnj^ a.a an amber oil in $0%
O C  C O
( a m i )
yieldo Though the correct elemental analysis could not ba obtained 
because of th©‘unstable mature. the structure (G%XE) is confirmed hv
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the infra red and spectrab
The loTo epestinira ehows G-^ H stretching modes at 2915«) 28^0 cm"*^  
and metal carbonyl absorptions at 2000(?S) and 1%0 The mclear
magnetic resonance speetrum© établi shed its structure (dX^) it 
esdiiblts a singlet at Tg 5oU (intensity g) for the oyelopantadie^l 
protons and broad unresolved band bettf^ aen'C^ 8o0^ -9«0 (relative intenEdtj 9) 
du© to the cjelohessyl protons o
The above reaction was foimd reversible» biien compound (GZIV^  was 
treated laith trltyl fluoroborat©,^  the cation (CHIÏ) was isolated as an 
orange erjstallin© material ^ It eidiiblts metal carbonyl absorption in 
the infra red at 2062 and 2028 cm (Table )(see appendice) o
Reaction of potassium iodide W.th cation (C3^@ leads to 
replacement of the ejcloheseens group by iodide yielding lododicarboryl 
cjclopantadienjiiron in $6% yield o The cos^ pomid w&e identified from 
its Infra red spectrumo
Gjanide anion was found to attack the cation (GXXH) In an analogous 
manner and when the reaction was carried out In methanolcyamdicarbonyl.tücp 
iron was formed »
Howaver when (OXXÏI) was treated with potassium cjam.de in a les© 
polar solvantÇ acetone^ two products were formed o The first was a 
bro'wnish yellow oil which was too unstable to be eharacteiû secU Its 
infra red spectra exhibit© metal carbonyl absorption at 2075 and 2012
and absorption at 2128 This infra-red spectrum is
eigyiifiGantlj différant from that of cjanodicarbonjl eye lope nt ad i@ njlir on
which \m& isolated as a second product m.th It «
A different reaction occurred when the cation (G3D3Ï) wa3 treated 
with pherjl-olithlua o a solution of phenyliithium was added to
a auspenslon of ©quimolar amount ox the cation (CXX2I) at O^G. the 
mijctur© turned reddish browno The ether/petrol ®xt-raet of the reaction 
product ©n eliromatography gave a red band which yielded a red 
crystalline eoii^ oundo This compound could m t  be chai'acterised due 
to its small yieldp but it showed infra-red maxima at 2933 <y 28S7 
1B“G “ H stretching region and metal carbonyl absorptions at 2080 and 
2000
When the cation (CXXÏI) was treated with a two-fold excess of phei^l 
lithium at the sa%,t qm.ckly dissolved and the colour of the
solution turned yoilo'&d.sh hromio The reaction products were asparated 
c!-m)matographiGallj and the main yellow band ©luted by petrol/ether gave 
an asiber oil which could ba distilled at IQO Q^/ qOOg m o
The infx^ 'a-red ^©ctrum shows the presence of free metal carbonyl 
groups in the compound by two strong bande at 2020 and 1980-1950 cm"^ o 
Moreover a sharp band of strong intensity at 1655 cmsuggested the 
presence of a ketonic carboi^l group probably attached to a metal a The 
n«iîux% spectrum of the compound shows a multiplet at T.2&1-3 ok of relative 
intensity 9 besides a sharp ©inglat at T)5<>27 (5) for the 5 proton© of 
cjalopesitadianyl ligand o
Fe
CO
Fe
o /
(GKVÎ1Î) C®nx)
îhe structure of this compouj^ id remains unastablishad although 
gtmcturae of the t^ea iCXXWLp CXXVUI^, C1XÏX) are in accord mth 
the ^ectral data and anaijsiso
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All roactlons uere carried out trader an atnosphere of 
Drepurified nitrogen..
All solvents were rigoronsly dried according to standai-ci
procedure .>
Spence" 2 Grade d*' alumina was used for chromatographv and nas
partially deactivated by air eotposnre to the atmosphere for 6 hours,
heutraliacd alumina was prepared by storing Grade IV' alumina
under ethyl acetate for more than two days^  filtering^ washing with mei'-
o
then water and finally drying at 160 U for at least k hours.
All chï'Oiiiatography columns were protected from light.
All melting points are uncorrected and were determined in seal 
evacuated canillary tubeso
Unless otherwise indicated^ all infrared spectra were recorced 
as potassium chloride discs,
For the sake of convenience the fractions of petroleum ether 0 
referred to as oatrol.
N hi Al. spectra wore iXIn on a 1tarkin Aimer hO
using tetravethylsilane as an i.nternal ;standard,
fe:eroLi:3 Chloride was prepared by reduction 0
100
chloride xn chiorebenzene
1 0 1
Preparation of trityl perchlorate
warn taîcosi
Triphenyl carblnol (20 g, OoO?? mole)^in a minimum quantity of acetic 
anhydrideo The solution was cooled in acetone/dryice and excess perchloric 
acid (11%) added dropwise» The temperature of the solution rose sharply 
and on cooling the dark coloured solution yielded an orange red precipitate 
of trityl perchlorate (22.6 g. 90%) (Lit, 85^)p
Trityl tetrafluoroborat© is obtained if fluoroborlc acid (1^ 0^ ) is used 
instead of perchloric acid'
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Trlcarbonyl- h-cyGioheptatï lexroB
Freshly distilled cycloheptatriene (?0 ml) and iron pentacarbosiyl 
(30 GCo h3o8 g) were refluxed for 15 hours at 135^0 ^ Unchanged starting 
materials were removed by vacuum distillation in the cold, Tricarbony.l«KOb m-cvDsnsfcEti ’jt kjxzm
cycloheptatrleneiron was distilled at -80-85^Q/2 mwyield. 19^18 g,
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Preparation of tricarbonyl -cycloheptadieiiyliron fluoroborate
A solution of hydrofluoroborlc acid {hO%^ 2 g) in propionic anhydride 
(5 ml) was added to a solution of tricarbonyl cyaloheptatrienelron (3o3 g, 
OqOiî3 mol) In propionic anhydride (1| ml). After shaking the solution in 
lee cooled water a yellow precipitate settled. It changed coloui" from 
light yellow to brown on standing. After filteringg the precipitate waa 
washed with petrol (b,p, Ii.0-60^ ) affording bright yellow crystals (L,02 g, 
87 oU?) of tricarbonyl 'TT^cycloheptadienviiron tetrafluoroborate, Colour 
darkens without melting above lÿO^ (Lit, colour darkens at l60^C )«
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Trlcarbüîivl TT-oyolohexadi@neirom
Freshly distilled cjcloheza-Ip3^diene (12 g) (prepared bj treatment 
of 1^2“dibromoGycIohexaBe with quinoline^ , purified by treatment with 
HgSO^(dil) dried and distilled over sodium) and iron pentacarboByl (20 g) 
were heated under carbon dioxide in an autoclave for 2U hours at 
A reddish yellow oil ivlthout any solid material was obtained Unchanged 
iron pentacarbo%-I was removed by vacuum distillation in coldo fricarbonyl 
eyelohexadienairon was obtained as yellow oil wlth oamphoraceoiis smelly 
bop» 96/12 ma^ yield 6o5 go
Tricarboryl 1^ 3 cycloei^ ohsxadiene is also obtained by cyolo- 
hexadiene (prepared by redaction of poi^ e bengiene by Birch reduction ).
Tricarbonyl cyclohexadienyliron tetrafluoroborate’
A solution of tricarbonyl eyelohexadiene (5„5 go 0^ 02.5 mole) in 
methylene chloride (10 ml) was treated with a solution of nrityl fluorc- 
borate (8oO g« OoDjô mole) in methylene chloride (25 ml)« The yellow 
solution changed to yellowish green and after & few minutes a yellow 
precipitate settled After filtering^ , the precipitate was washed with 
methylene chloride affording yellow crystals (6 go 8U$) of tricarbonyl
iex]^ yliron t etraf luoro borate m^p, 193 ""'i do comp) (Lit de comp at 190"^ )
70lododicarbonyl ’TT -»cyeIoh®ptadiei^liron
Tricarbos^ rl tî-cycloheptadienyliron tetrsfluoroborate (6oU go 0o02 mole) 
was dissolved in acetone (250 ml) and potassim% iodide (3 ok? go 0*0021 mole) 
was added to the solution* The yellow solution which turned reddish brown
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with the evolution of oarbom Monox3.de was stirred for three hours at 30^0 * 
After evaporation to dryness the residue was extracted with bensens and the 
solution filtered through a short column of alumina* Bensene waa 
evaporated under vacuum and lododicarbonyl 'nT«ayeIoheptadiesiyliron was 
crystallised from chloroforn/petrol (bop* 60^“80^ ) in maroon crystals 
(3oU g. $1%) Mop, 90-92'^  (Lit 86-89°)o
lododicarbonyl Tf’-cjclohaxadienyliron
Freshly prepared and thoroughly dried tricarboqyl %  -cyc3.ohexadienyIiroD 
perchlorate (lo81$ g* 0*00581 mole) was dissolved in acetone (100 ml) *
Potassium iodide (0^ 90 g* 0 oOOgk mole) was added and the mixture stirred for 
three hours at 30^Go The solvent was removed under vacuum* The residue 
was extracted with chloroform (go ml si h) and filtered through a short 
column of alumina o The reddish brown BohitXon on e vapor at i.on to small bulk 
and on addition of petrol (b^ p* 60-80 )^ yielded reddish brown crystals of 
iododiearbonyl 'Tt-'CycIohexa.dienyliron (0*86 g* kT% yield) Mopo 9.?“96^ 1 
Analysis found 3 0 . 2.2S% X, i^ 0*5
GgH^FeOgl requires Gg 30*1), 2og  ^ 39o8^
Tetraca:rbonyl -HY - diey clohept ad ieny Idilron
To a solution of freshly prepared i^dodlcarbos^l-'^T-c^reloheptadies^liron 
(O083 g* O0OO25 mole) In tetrahydrofuran (25 ml) ^ sodiim amalguiu {1%^ 6 g* 
O0OO26 go atom) was added* The mixture was stirred over one hour* The 
reddish brown solutiosi turned red with turbidity * After removing 
under vacuum the rad residue was extracted with methylene chloride (200 ml x 2)
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The solution was kept under nitrogen during extraction and filtration. 
Concentration of solution and addition of p e t r o l y i e l d e d  red 
shining crystals of 10tracarboi^rl di-H-cjcloheptadle^y Idiiroii -(0*2I g*
W )  198°G,
Amljsla found .52 *7 j, H g L*5; 0 g 15*B
C^ gH.| gFG,pO^  ^requires 52 *7 ^ H ^ lu25 *^ 0  ^ 15*6^
TetracèLrbonyl #  eyeloheptadiery 1 'tf-oyoIopentadlenyXdliron
A solution of sodium ejelopsntadlem.ds (0*01 mole) prepared by adding 
freshly distilled oyclopantaxliens (2 ml) to sodiim (l*23 g* 0 * 0 1 g * atom) 
in tetrahydrofursm (gO ml) * Freshly prepared iodocarbonyX 9C-oyclohepta- 
dieryllron (3 «32 g* 0 * 0 1 mole) wasi added and the mirturo was stirred for 
1 hour at room temperature * The solution turned from pinkish red to 
reddish brown* The solvent x^as evaporated under vacuum and the residues was 
extracted with petrol (b«p»â)-So^  ) and th©n with bensene * The extract was 
coacantrated and cbromatographed on alumim (6 hours deactivated) «
(a) A yellow band was eluted with patrol ( b 60^80^) eThis yielded a yellow 
crystalline solid (32 mg,) Wiich decoBrposed to a brown mass mthin a few
hours even on preserving it under nitrogen* It could not be sublimed
under high vacuum*
(b) All orange red band w&e separated by petroICb-^ po^ J^d^ /berisiane (Isl)o 
Oia evaporation it afforded oily material In i.nsiiff.lcdent quantity for 
identification *
(c) à main purple band from which tot^ i'acarbosyl ' ib-’cyclohai)tadieny3, 
GyclDp©ntad3.ei\Tldl5rcon was obtained (hh mg * ) « The reddish brown crystal
7k
compound was further crystallised from methjI@Ba chloride/petrol
(bopo k0=^ 60°) Mop* 168<=170°.
Analysis found Oj, $0o3g 50«Ub Hg 3 *7^  3o6 ' 
requires Gp 50o3l Hg 3*7%
.ron
Freshly prepared iodocarboryl 'IT-oycLoheracllepyliron (0*1 0*0026 mole)
Ha® dissolved in tetrahydrofuran* Sodium analgum (1%^  Oo8U g* 0*00037 go atom) 
was added and the mixture stirred for 30 minutes* The broxm solution turned 
red and becastie turbid after 15 minutes» If the solution le etlrred more 
than 30 minutes the reaction Kdxture is decomposed « The solvent was 
quickly removed in vacuo* The red residue was ©retracted vrlth methylene 
chloride (100 ml x 2)o The solution was kept under nitrogen during 
extraction and filtration* A red solution on concentration under vacuum 
and OB addition of petrol (bop* 1^ 0-60°) yielded piiAclsh red stale of 
tetracarbonyl-di-cyelohexadienyldiiron (22 mg« « It darkens at 160«^
tt«=!3!r-iwg^*naS>A«.aagrgT vn ’ n i= in v jLgB-Fgj>v «;g.AaarFiff-T*r4Ærar=uL-Maiï*» i*x v w c t'* -jtxr» *
162° without melting*
îetracarboiwl ii'^ '-cjcIohaxadienyl-IV-cycIopsntadlQmrldilron
A solution of sodium cyeXopentadieitld© (OoOO> mole) was prepared by 
adding freshly digbilled cyclopentadiene (0*5 ml) to sodium (0*12 go 
O0OO5 go atom) in totrahydrofiiraïu Fra shiv- prepared iododicarbonyl-TT-
cyclohexadiex^liron (1*58 g* 0*005 mole) was added and the mixture stirred 
for ODB hour6 The solutiosi turned reddish brown from pinlcish red* The 
solvent was removed under vacuum and the residue was extracted vn.th netrol
15
) miû them iclth mengame * The concentrated extract wae 
chromatographed on alumina (neutral ,^ 6 hour deactivated)*
A yellow semi solid siibstanee (OoOX2 gO  waa eluted irlth petrol 
(bopo 60<=80°) and preserved under nitrogen^ but it decomposed aft; 
few hourso
Then a reddish bromi band on elution with petrol (bop* 60«B0^)/ 
bamene (1:1) afforded a crystalline solid* The product starts docosrpoeing
C4
while removing the solvesrt under vacuum *
llyaBodicai’bosiFl Tr-cycloheotadlenYliron—^  —-----  ^ ^ --  J- -----.5^
A s o lu t io n  o f  f r e s h ly  p re p a re d  io d o d io a r b o iy l  oycloheptadienyliron
(lo66 g a OoOOg m ole ) i n  ace tone  (gO m l) waa m ixed w i th  a s o lu t io n  o f  
p o ta ss iu m  c y a n id e  10o325 go 0*005 m o le ) i n  m e th an o l (20  m i)  and s t i r r e d  
f o r  th re e  h o u rs  a t  room tanperature « The brow n c o lo u r  changed to  y e llo w ^  
The e o lv e n t wag removed un de r vacuum j? and th e  re s id u e  was e x tra c te d  
c h lo ro fo rm  and f i l t e r e d  through a s m a ll co lum n o f  a lu m in a *  E v a p o ra t io n  
t o  o m a ll b u lk  and a d d i t io n  o f  p e t r o l  (btp^60® |D °G )y ie Id3d p a le  o range crystals 
o f  c ja B o d ica rb o ijy l-1T '= > o yv".I© h 0p ta d ieB y lir0 n  (0 *68  g* 6 8 ^) liiop* ?5<^'?6°(decomp) o 
Ai’iiilysis found 0^  01 H g k ok;; 0^ ll5.*G^  ÎI p 6@3
G^QH^FeNO^ requires C, g2oO, 0  ^ 13oG% 33^  6olg
Ovam-odiearboBjl TT-eyelohexadlesxyliron
Fraslily prepared iododiearbonyl v r oy@loh@%&die^p'liz'on (O0636 go 
0 (.002 Molo) was dissolved I n  dried methanol * Potassium cyanide (OoI3 go
0 0OO2 mole) was added æ é  the mixture and was stirred at room t^iîporature*
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A léiitish yellow précipitât© settled ûoim and the solvent was evaporated 
nnûer vacuum and the product was extracted with chloroform *
A yellow crystalIlBe product,, cyarodioarbonyl Tr^cjelohexadienyllron 
(O0O82 go 22#)j, mopo 9Û“91° was obtained* The compound decomposed dux'^ ing 
03^ st alligation o
?7
Tricarbonyl»? -etho» cjolohepta«^ I^ <>3 -dlemirom
To a solution of sodium ©thoxid© (Drom sodium (0*07 go 0*0033 mole)
In ethaxiol (5 ml * ) ) tricarbox:yl<=1?<=oycloheptadieny!.lmn tetrafluoroborate 
{lc06 go O0O03 mol) waa addedo The rolxture m s  atirred for o m  houro 
Th© solvent waa removed in mcuo and the residn© waa ©retracted with petrol 
(bopo 60^80 )^ o The ©retract m a  evaporated to dryneea giving a vlseous 
oilo It afforded orange orjetala of triomrbo^l-T^etho^^eyolohepta^ 
1 3^“di0neiron on eubXimmtion at 00^/0*005 mm* mop* 62*^ 65^  (0*66 g* 61#)
It can also be oryatallised from petrol (bop*
Analysis found 0  ^ 51*8; 5o2| 0  ^ 23 *2
r@qiü,res 5108  ^ 5oI| 0  ^ 23 oO#
Reaction of triphenyl methyl fluoroborate with tri(iarbonyl-'7^@tho2B^'->
tr'ai-Ciï - - - '-r—T*r.r-^ '^T-*TTTArma=, r kb "I'l'i ' ±f'rf.,"-&%-fifA=f=Ærc-hr'jaaTeTira5!;r%Æ^?K=a.i.. i\ .1 "I W...u_ü__Jt.'.Li— rsZta'Zil.i-M rsta
A solution of freshly prepared tritylfluorobor&te (0*33 go 0*001 g*) 
la dry methylene chloride (5 BÜ.*) was added to a solution of triearbonjl- 
7<=©tho^ <^='Cyol©h©pta<=lj)3'^ dien©iron (0*3go 0*001 mole) In methylene chloride 
(2 mlo)o After a few m i n u t e a  yellow cryatalline precipitate settledo 
It was filtered off and identified as trioerbos^ l'^W'^eycIeheptadiasTyliron 
tatrafluoroborat© (0*1? go 8M) on the basis of Infrared o©B^ari®on with 
an authentic sample *
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Attempted réaction of tricarbonyl- TT^cyGlohepdienyliron tetraflaoroborate
cyanide in ei
Tricarbonyl cycloheptadienyliron tetrafluoroborate ,(2 g* 0*00625 mol)
solution in carefully dried ethanol (LOO ml) was treated with Dotassiimi
cyanide (OoU g* 0*00871 mole) and stirred overnight* The colour of the
solution changed from yellow to pale yellow and a blue precipitate
separated out* After removing the solvent^  the residue was extracted 
bopo
with petrol (60-80 )* A viscous oil on sublimation at ?6 /0*005 mm 
afforded orange crystals (0*90 g*) identified as tricarbonyl=7«ethoxy- 
cyclohepta-l^ JAcllerte nupo 62^ by its melting point^ and by Infrared
, ■ I I , „ I  r .- || i T i m - m - b m ' I  l É ^ T f  ^  f T W i i ’V ^ - f ^ r ^ T  I yti I i ' I i ^
snectral comparison with an authentic sample.
Tr-lcarbonvI-T-’Cyario-cyclohentadiensiron.
Tricarbonyl-TT-cycloheDtadienyli%"on tetrafluoroborate (2oL go 
0*007501 mbl©) was dissolved in acetone (250 ml). Potassium cyanide 
(00)435 gv> 0*007 mole) was added and the mixture was stirred 12 hrs. The 
colour of the solution changed from yellow to dirty pale yellow* After 
removing the solvent under vacuum., the residue was extracted with petrol
b op o Q
(Lo-60 )o The extract was concentrated to small bulk and chromatographed 
on neutral alumina (3 hrs, deactivated)*
A yellow band eluted by petrol afforded an orange oil
(Û0O2 g*) which could not be identified due to its instability*
The second band on elution with benzene yielded tricarbonyI-?-cyano- 
cyclohepta-1 .^3 -dieneiron (Oo?L go L8%) as a viscous oil * The product
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igould not b© purified as the oil decomposed before distillation. Only 
a sr/iall amount could be sublimed as a semi solid mass
Reaction of trltylfluoroborate with tricarbonyl-7-cyano=l«oyGlohepta«1^3- 
dleheiron
■ ir I > III ri»i I PIi~,ii nfiT nnhnr— i
A solution of tritylfluoroborate (0*066 g* 0*0002 mole) in methylene 
chloride (2 ml) was treated with tricar bony l-7<^cyano-TTlGyGlohepta-lg3- 
dieneiron (0*05 go 0*0002 mole) in methylene chloride (5 ml)* A yellow 
precipitate was filtered off and washed with methylene chloride * . It was 
Identified as tricarbonyl-^°cycloheptadienyliron tetrafluoroborate by 
comparison of its infrared spectrum with that of an authentic sample*
Tricarbonyl«7-di(ethojcycarbonyl)methyl cycloheptadieneiron
Diethyl malomte (I*6 g* 0*01 mol) was added to a solution of 
sodium ethoxlde prepared from sodium (0*23 go 0*01 mol) in ethanol (5 ml) 
and the mixture was stirred for 30 minutes* Tricarbon^’i-Tf-eyclohepta*» 
dienyliron tetrafluoroborate (3 o2 g* 0,01 mol) was added* The mixture 
was stirred for 15 minutes. The solx^nt was removed in vacuo* The yellow
^ <5^ a
residue was extracted xd.th petrol (60<530®) and benzeneo The exrtract was 
concentrated to small bulk and was chromatographed on neutral alumina (3 hrs* 
deactivated)* A yellow band^ eluted with petrol (60«80^)/benzen©^ 
afforded a yellow oil (3^07 go 62%) (distilled at 70^/0o005 miti) of
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trlcarboîQji<=7-di(©thojgs’cax'bonjl)methyl cycloheptadleneiron*
Aïialysig found 52o5| So2$ 0  ^ 280!
requires $2 o2g L*9| 0^  28 *6 ^
di(ethoj^earbonyl)m©thyl Gj©loh©pta<=l 3^-dlGmirono
A eolution of freshly pr©pax*ed trltylfluoroborat© (Oo33 gMo 0*01 mol)
in methylene chloride (5 ml) was added to a solution of tricarbonyl»?-
di(ethoxycmrboï^ 'l)methyl cyelohepta-1^3»dlen0 (OoU g*. 0.01 mol) in methylene
chloride * Ho precipitate was obtained* The solvent was removed under
boPe. m
vacuum and the residue was extracted with petrol (60«=80 C) o Unreacted
trlcarbonyI-7-di(ethoxycarbonyl)methyl cyclohepta-l*3-dieneiron was 
recovered and identified by infrared spectral comparison with an siuthentio 
sample*
Attempted reaction of phenyllithium mth tricarboni^ ’l cyelohexacl5.enyliron 
tetrafluoroborate
(a) Lithium metal (0*07 g* 0*01 mole) cut into small pelees in dry ether 
(25 ml) was added to a solution of bromobenzene (I*5? go 0*01 mole) in 
dry ether (20 ml) at such a rate that a steady refluxing is maintained* 
After two hours,, when the reaction is eoi%)l0ted the solution was filtered 
through glass wool
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Tricarbonyl eyelohexadienyliron tetrafluoroborate (I g* 0*003 mole) 
was added to the solution of phenyllithium in two fold ©xcess at 0^0*
The salt went quickly into solution* The colour of the solution changed 
yellowish red from orange* It was stirred for 15 minutes to complete the 
reactiono The solution was washed with water. The red ether layer was 
dried (anhydrous GaOlg)o The solution started to decompose* The solution 
filtered and the solvent was reraoved under vacuum. The residue was 
extracted with petrol (b,p* L0-60°) and then, methylene chloride * The 
yellow extract started to decompose while removing the solvent under 
vacuumo It was chromatographed on neutral alumina*
A green band was eluted xd.th petrol (bop* L0-60^)* The product was 
found very unstable*
A yellow oil (0^ 023 go) was eluted by petrol (b*po L0-60°)/bens@n8o 
It did not show phenyl group pealt:s in infrared spectrum *
Another fraction containing yellow oil (O.OOU go) xms eluted with 
ether,
Both benzene and ether fraction^  decomposed partially into greenish 
xAite mass*, when treated x-dth trlphenylmethyl fluoroborate in methylene 
chloride g gave a yellow precipitate identified as tricarbo^I cyclohaxa- 
dienyL--'ix"DB tetrafluoroborate by infrared spectral comparison with an 
authentic sample* The methylene chloride red extract gave shimng red 
crystals (0*0L g*) of tetracarbonyl dicyclohexadienyldiiron identified by 
infrared spectral comparison with an authentic sample^
(b) Phsny'ilithium ^prepared by lithium (0*0L go 0*005 mole) with 
bromobeiîssm (Oo?8ga OoOOg mole in sther (50 ml)J was added to a 
suspension of trxcarbonyl cyclohexadienyllron tetrafluoroborate (0*5 go 
0*0016 mole in ether at room température* The salt dissolved in the 
solution after I5 minutes* Dry ice was added to destroy the phenyl 
lithium* The solution xms washed with water and extracted id.th petrol 
(bop, L0-60°) asid then with methylene chloride* The methylene chloride 
©xt-raot on removing the solvent afforded shining red crystals identified 
as tetracarbo:-:^ '! dicyGlohexadlez^ldiiron by Infrared spectral comparison 
with an authentic sampleo
The red patrol extract x^ras chromatographed on neutral alumina *
(a) A gree^ iish yellow product (O*09 g«) ©luted by petrol was decomposed 
in greenish white mass*
(b) A yellow oil (0,lL go) was eluted by benzeneo It did not show 
phenj/'I peaks in the isifrared and afforded tricarbonyl cyclahexadienyliron 
tetrafluoroborate on treatment with triphen^ 'l methyl fluoroborate in 
methylene chloride o
Tricarbonyl-^nr-S^methoxy cjelohexa»I -dieneiron*
TriGai'’boryI-1T*‘-Gyeloh©xadienyiiron tetrafluoroborate (I go 0*031 mole) 
waa added to a solution of sodium mathoxi.de prepared from sodium (0*3-7 go 
OoOOTL goat@m) in absolute methanol (5 m3.) and the mixbure waa stirred 
overnight o The salt went quickly into solution* The solvent was 
removed in vacuo and a yellow oily residue was extracted wûth petrol
lâepa
i(L0-60^ ) * Evaporation of solvent under vacuum gave an oil xd.th
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camphoracious odour* The oil was distillée! at 0,005 mi yielding
trlearboï\yI-5-iinethoxy-GycIoh0xa-ls3‘-dieDeiron (OolG g* 53#)
Analysis found C^ L^8oI|,’ i k M  ' 0^  ^ 25*8
") L8o2 LoO
OjoH^ o^^ sO requires O^ L^8oO|> h^0$:^ 0^  ^ 25*6#
I.R.VmaK 1988 => 2020 cm“'^  ^, 1075 “ 1090 cm"^
Reaction of triphenylmethylfluorobarate with ti’icarbonyl-^ p^  metho^g- 
eyelohexa-13  -dl@ii@iron
A solution of freshly prepared triphenyl methyl fluoroborate 
(0*33 go 0*001 mole) in dry xm t h j l e m chloride (5 ml) was added to a 
solution of triGarboDyl»5«mathoj^'-#^cycloh8%a-1^3"di0D.8iroD (0*25 g*
0*001 mole) in methylene chloride (2 ml)* A yello'w crystalline product 
settled in a few minutes* It was washed with methylons chloride * It
xvas identified as tricarbonyl-’cyclohexadienyliron tetrafluoroborate 
(Oo28 go 92#} by infrared spectral comparison with an authentic sample*
Attempted reaction of potassium cyanide with trioarboDyl-Tr-cycIohexa- 
dienyl-iron tetrafluoroborate in methanol
Tricarbonyl-it-^ eyislohsxadlenyllrosi tetrafluoroborate (1*02 g*
0*0033 mole) in methanol (200 ml) was treated with potassium cyanide 
(0*^ 1 go 0*003 mole). The mixture was stirred for 6 hrs at room 
tomperatura* The solution turned pale yellow with a blue turbidity.
The solvent wao removed under vacuum* The oily residue was extracted
8L
Go-po ^
with petrol (LO-60 )* The yellow oil^ obtained after removing the eolvant 
was identified as tricarbonjI^S-^viethoxy^cycIohexa-I^B^dlene by its 
ca^ Bphoraceous am 11 and by infrared spectral comparison with an authentic 
samp le* Yield 0*2? g,
Tricarbonyl^TT »g-cjan©GyclQhexa-lj)3°dien©iron
Tricarbo^fl-'H-cyclohexadienyliron tetrafluoroborate (1*02 g* O0OO3L 
mole) was dissolved in acetone (200 ml) * Dry potassium cyanide (0*3 g* 
O0OOU6 me3.0) waa added with acetone (lOO ml) * The mixture xfas stirred * 
for 18 hrso The yellow coIqiu" faded with productioxi of a green precipitate 
which was filtered off* The solvent was removed under vacuum and the 
z"©sxdu© was extracted with petrol (U0-60 )^o The yellow extract gave a 
viscous yellow oil* This oil was sublimed at 50^/0*005 mm yielding pale 
yellow crystals of tricarbonyl-5-cyano-1|-GycIohaxa-l^3-dleneiron (OoLB' g*
58*9#) IMopo 9^ »
Analysis found L8 H 3«i| 0^ 19*7 ; Hp go?
Cj^H^O^NFe requires L9*0%^  H 2«9s 0 .^ 19*6; Hg 5*7 %
loHc-'pmax. 20L5i> 1980^  223?
Reaction of triphenyl methyl fluoroborate with triGarbonyl-5-cyano-Gyc3.o 
h e x a - © n e i r q n  o
Â solution of fresh3.y prepared triphes-iyl methyl fluoroborate (0*2 g* 
O0OOO6 mole) in dry methylene chloride (5 ml) was added to a solution of 
tricarboryl-S>-cyano-OT^=^cjcIohexa-I^,3-di©nelroB (0*l g* O0OOOI4.I mole) 
in methylesica chloride (g ml) * A yellow crystalline product settled down
in a few mimtes. It was washed with methylene chloride and Identified 
as triearboi^l- Tt-cycXohexadienyliroKi tetrafluoroborate by Infrared 
spectral comparison with an authentic sample *
TricarboBfI-5-di(etho3i;^rcarbonyl)methyl cjclohexa-I ,,1-dlaneiron
Biethyl malanate {Oo53 go 0*0033 mole) was added to sodium athoxlde 
prepared fi^ om sodium (0*0? g* 0*003 mole) in absolute ethanol (10 ml) 
and stirred for I $ minutes * Triearbon^'I-îî-cyclohexadlenyliron tetra- 
fluoroborate (Ic02 g* 0*0033 mol) was added* The salt was dissolved 
quickly and after a few minute® a whitish yellow precipitate settled* The 
mixture was stirred for 30 minâtes* The solvent was removed under vacuim
b«pc
and the oily residue was extracted with petrol iLO-60 ) and then benzenev 
Evaporation of solvent yielded a yellow oil which wae chromatographed on 
neutral alumina (deactivated for 3 hrs), A yellow band was elutad by
Y ® Q
patrol (60»80 )/benzene (1:1) * It afforded triearboi^ rl-5-di(ethoxv'
carbor^ 'l) methyl-^ f— cyeIoh©xa-I ,^3-dieneiron (*96g* 82#) as a yellow oil 
distilled at 60°/0*001 mm*
Analysis found 50o?^  k^ 9., 0 29*8
G|^HjQOyF© requires Gg 50«8; Lo8| 0 29o634
I.R. V max, 2066g 1961 cm“^  ^ 172U-166?, ll?6-iOS3 car*-,
Atteïîïpted reaction of triphenyl methyl, fluoroborate with tricarbonyl-S-
r ■b*’^  ^wKa^MtütwïiSïs^TWT^atfsît-CP *w^^ i>%"rg«iUnAi:»^ tgJ.3>îg>arA'ÆgJÆrtÆ=rT teettia-sjM e iSrc*c«.TKtic£x*n JtL««csMsçtea;Ta>
di ( 0 thoxyearbowl )m@th.yI™^ ->cyoloh0xa-13  <“dienairon «
Tritylfluoroborate (O*llgo 0*003 mol©) in methylene chloride (5 ml)
8 6
was treated with a go lut ion of triearbonyl-5-cl ( ethoxyearbonyi
0^ 010=1 3^^dieneiron (Oo3.go OoOOJli mole) in raetliylene chloride (5 ml) *
No precipitate wae obtained » After 10 minutes the solvent was
b # .  ^ o.
evaporated and the residue waa extracted with petrol (oO-oO )* The 
starting material waa recovered*
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Figpara::i o n s '  asit-jlena^rc^cï|^.^adiei^iiron tel^'aphezgl.Dor&'W "
1 ajlxfcure £,; ferrocene (5 g* 0*025 mole) anliy'drous alumim.um tridxloride 
(Toi go 0*0535. R'.ilo) and alciainium powder (Oo7 go 0 o025 goatom) and m o l e n s  
{2C0 ml '} was rei .uz©d for four hr a, The colour of the mlztiir© changed from 
oraiiga tc red browBc Water (200 ml) was added carefully after cooling the 
reaction ffil^ ctnra and stirred vigorously „ The watev’ layer was separated and 
wa.B:i8d with peti-1 (60-80 ) and treated with a solution of sodium tet-ra- 
pru'::yiboYj.n .-.xcegva* MssiwIenecyclupest^adS-om'Iiron tetraphey/-!b<n-sto 
p; t K g 61.#' ':v- - se red cryet.als 257-Z55'^ '^'G (Llto25Q°G).
1 u opis , .s:i..f:-sd reuip'at'ulai,rat;:.on ru cnssonp/ j thor.
ixitadi er'c’ra*o: i zr;..;uJlco ^ 7 
itrrocane '3 g 33361 m:ta' xnlu- %rï.j-:oz-:' do 
p, 03)161 V.3’- and aliarrnies: ucv 10,.1) |p, 0 3 1 3  n;:3e 
'/X ' rsu t.vs."5 \ :D ;33 .was :;^ flursd K-r ic-iv fours farar 12 0 0 m3  war
aoord r;sr.3ullr ■ .ftar cooling' the solution... The poilco' 'rater 1 aycr v:as 
ra-f-.iai rilfi retr-- (60-80^ ; and a ooIm-;u>n oi p o ta s o iu s  io d id e  art io d in e
( 5 : )  ;..,x o a t r r  w -a added, Ih o  orange p r e c ip i t a t e  o f  m eaityX ena eyelcn. 
a o u s a im o 'p fliro B  . r i io d id e  (2 3  g/^ was d r ie d  and r a c iy s t s l l i s e d  from  
acetofi<v'ether (m a* 226=229°)c
T r im e th ; r i - l  3   ^g ^ - . - ^ c y c Io h e x a d ie n y l- iT - c y c l^ p e n ta d ie n y l ir o n
(a ;  'J o lrg  L i t h iw a  elim im .% %  h y d r id e
To oesitpie. eyci.opcïït-adie^ rliron ietraphewlborarte IS g* O-OOBfh m&l
.plyv -1 dimethr*}. o th a r  3 ’ - -^7 ; 1311 .: r  uuv, i s i ' /  : l . r  : p:
v 3 : d XU ùxii ...I p o r t io x i  arc! th e  nc.zere-s fo:s nne h r ^
.. c-- .;tio :.i y ta : / te c  epoD tanaous iy  and th e  cu le u i- o f  th e  e o lu t ic : :  t u r  : . \ '3
rictnaX iO l (10 3 l .  -oa® c a r e f u l l y  added and th e n  n c t c r  (.10(* : r l , t  te a r  
aldltloi.i of y&tixl (èÔ-SO'^ }(>0 ml), the organic layer was waeued olth r/ater
(pQx2),, d r ie d  (b:3jôxqus  GaGip)^ c o n c e n tra te d  and ch%%matographed tni n e u t ra l
b .p
a i iu r im .  The o l.ly  ra d  band e lu te d  -ni.th p e t r o l  (6 0 -8 0 " 'C) a f f o r d e r  13 ^ 5^  
t.\/:- 'i3 ;31 .3H 5 jo loh  ^z a d lG n p l- 'H '^ y c lo p e a - ta d is in l i r o n  ( 0 3 3  g 3  a a x ::n t o i l  
y  c is t . - . l la t io n  an hD/^CyODf x x i .
AjiXly  ^ .... ilc iind  G,. 69*5g E  ^ '■ 1*
H ,_ h  6 9 3 ^  H ,  3'3
'L - y  0 0 )3 . 3 3 -. 3 :"o i l ' - i  I f  : I t - .  o--
 ^ i  1 1.0
.. : ydc. l = :cronpdrz.:.:
‘h - . 'h y l. '/s c  p r - c p c i o p c 3 ;;id lx ;yh  I r c r  \ r ln n v i ; :o  1  g ,  6 t - f  "-l .-aj  :.L:. 
i '  " i i n  y . j r -3 ,;.n /h :lpv. e th o r  y f )  c- l ;  a / a  ■Ixoatoi: 3 .nh s a d i c b o  .-u lp 'c r ld -  
3  V ) -ip am.- u . : .^rtioB C o In c  .re a c t io n  ■ at-; t a r o  n,o; o i i r r a c  'o lg o : \u c3 ' f c r  
p-H-. h cu '/p . l a i  :/ ( 100 m l)  mas a d lo d  o a i - e f c i ly . iv ftez- a M lt io . . .  0.: p e t r o l
\1...(' ml " pSô-BO } :3a o rg a n ic  l.e p e r ,/rshoé o - i t r  / 36si  ^ d r ie d  
(am iydrom a CaG l^; and c o n c e n tra te d  t o  pm a ll b u lk *  I t  chromatogrs^phae
*b oP tî Q
on n e a t r a l  a lm c lna ,. k re d  band on e lu t io n  m t h  p e t r o l  (6O-8O ) y ie ld e d  -î^ sîs?
cyc.\(>hexad l8n^*IiroB  (0 3 3 2  g« 36«8#) distilled at gO /o„CO$ 
id e /rm f ie d l by  co ^p a riso x î o f  ijJ iV a re d  spectio ip. w i th  t h a t  o f  sample 
p ro o a re d  by m e th /d  ( a ) o
ikvtniybv'd raaotf of trityl fluorabr-rata with. 1.3 ,/l'.pp/lma3:pl.- 
cycloh=e.radi8nyI -jclopentadi aiylijfon
Trrcpheryl methyl flaorohomte 0*00121 mole/ was dissalyel
in methyleB© ehlcride (10 ml} * The solution was treated mth a solutlo^ i 
of t-riiïc?tliy'I-^ =-'-cjoIoh0xadiei;yI cyclopentadieryliron (0*2 0^0(0625 :cols)
in methjlene chloride (2 ml)o An oranga précipitât® settled after a faw 
ffiinutes. Ti/a msBi'tylen© cjolopenfcadienfliroa tetrafluoroborate? kO32 g,,
LL ci/ysi^ allised with acetozie/ ethar nzop* l63°G(doeomp) and
idoKrtifrad bp it 4 infrared spectrum «
Bis- ''E3\=1.J «5-Y>r;hr.athjI cs’clchezadieiy'ljirosr 
{Sf Using Ilth.-.=ri alxMintei hydrido
Dime si‘3  ie r :-.iron bis OBtrs^ phsiylborats {./ e, C oOQb v 5 mc3e ..Oi 
sthyletG glycol dimethyl ether (>0 mi'? Kras treated with lith/.um l 
h^ 'drxda (2 g3 in snail portions. The mixture w&s stirwh for three hr® 
and petrol ihO-iC ’) was? added* Then the mixture waa treated with msyhanol 
(10 ml) and thsu water (100 ml)c The organic layer was separated and 
dried (anhydrous GaCl,^ )* Ob removing the eolvent in vacuo a yellow
b op u
r\3 8idu9 was obtainado It wa® dissolved in petrol (L0«60°) and
b r>P D
chromatographed on a l u m i n a A  jsilow band on alution mth petrol (L0-60^) 
gave yellow crystals of bis (trMTiethyl^ -^ -'-oyelohexadiery-l)iron (0o72 g* 
L5o2#) 12g.:'127°o
Analysing found C p 72c3| H ^  8o5 
requir@@ G ^ ? 2 H  g 8 3-%
:L:4, t  -s’i.axid . igig, i./?.-? . ii'Ob, i3?o, 3.3 6 5 , 1 2 9 0 , :107s, i.0 2 6 .
' -''f,, 2"''/ r^s"
(b] ïïsing sodium borohydride
To dimesit^ v.ej^ ia iron tetraphemylborate (2 0o002lb o^la-} ir
ethylene glycol dimethyl ether was added sodluui borohydride ($ gr} 1,^; 
mmll portions c The miocuore was atlrred for W o  hr s.. Petrol (ii&-6c2^  )
(100 ml) was addedo The organic layer was washed with water {25 % 2) 
and dried (anhydrous GmOl^ïo It was concentrated and chroiiatographed on 
alumina0 The petrol("s»<p4P=^ )jleIded trimethyiW c^jelohexa^ --
dl0%'I)iron (Oo2ii go 37 }^ identified by infrared spectsfal eomparleon with 
an authentic sample *
Reaction ©f ‘the dixftesltjIesisWroB cation with sodium borohydride.
A o'ii.rtars of freshly prepared ferrcus chloride (g go OoOlÿB mole) 
anhydrous aluminlctm chloride G  g,., 0o0225 g-) and pure dried mesltylon-'- 
{80 ml) was raflursd for 6 hrs* The colour of the solution turned 
reddish brown-., It was cooled In lee and sodium borobydri.da {5 g^ ) 
suspension in sthjien© glycol dimethyl ether ($0 ml) was added in email 
portionsc The red colour changed to orange^ Petrol(iî.O-éO^ ) (5’0 ml) 
and organic layer was washed with water (100 ml) and dried (daCl^ 
anlydrous) o On owaporatlom of the solvent yellow crjetale of 
trimethyI-'Ojrclohe%adi@%'l)iron (O0OI4 go) mopo 126^  wsre obtained^ 
identified by mop 0 and infrared spectral cormparlmDm with an authentic 
sample □
Attempted reaction of trltylflaoroborats with bis 11.3;^ 5 trlmothyl--- - 
cy claliexîâdienyl ) iron
A solution of tritjlfluoroborata (OoU go OoOOISl mole) in methylene 
chloride ( 5 ml) was added to a solution of trimethyl- -
cycl©hexadl8njl)iron (Oo2 go 0 o00068 mol©) in methylene chloride (S ml)
After a few minutes an orange precipitate of dime sitjJ.ene-iron di-tetra^ 
fluoroborate was (0«2% 73^) separated;. Identified by its infrared
spectrum o
Mt©mpt©d raactioii of the _ dibansB@ne - - io nwith ^rohy drido
A mixture of freshly prepared ferrous chloride (2 go OoOlÿB mol)^ 
alüjiixiûxM chloricia (anhydrous) (3 go 0*022$ moi©) and pur© thiophema Are© 
bentaena (80 ml) m a  reflated for six hoursc The colour of the solution 
turned raddiidi browno After cooling the solution  ^ sodium borohydriôe
(5 go) was added in small portions in ethylene glycol dimethyl ether ($0 ml)c 
â vigorous reaction took placeo. The mixture was stirred for half an hour,
b V 0
Petrol (U0-60 ) (100 ml) was ackl©d and the organic layer wae washed in 
water and dried anhydrous) o After evaporation of the solvent under
vacuum^ an orange crystalline product (OoOljO gu) obtained o The infra­
red spectrum was superimposibl© on that of the product prepared by 
Mllllamaom * The product could not be fully characterised due to itg 
small yield o
Ï.JÎO ^aax I960; 1810, IgPg. IkH^ ÜA9, .U70, 1033 esrb
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Preparation qÎ cj/olopantadlenyi 'benzene iron fe?liodida‘
â mixture of ferrocene i'i g *^,0 *0106 me le) axAijdrmis alumismm 
chloride (2 oBl;. g*., 0*0212 mole) and almrinium powder (Oo28 0*0106 go atom]
and tbiopWna free bensen© (80 ml*) was refluxed for 8 Iitso The colour of 
the Kiixbare changed from orange to yellowish brown* Water was added 
carefully after cooling the reaction mijstnre and stirred vigorously* The 
water laye:r was separated and washed with petrol (bbp* 60-80) and a solution 
of potassium iodide and iodine (5si) in water x^iaa added* The orange 
precipitate of b-snsane ejclopentadies^l trliodid© (3 g*) mop* 828®Co
(Lite mopo 226-22?^) was dried and re cry st alii sed /ace tone (m*p.. 230 ),.
Preparation of 'benaene ejclapentadlenjlirosi iodide*
trl
A solution of cyelopentadienjl baïasexie j.ron/iodide (5 g*} in ethanol 
(lOO mio) was treated with sodioBi thiosulphlL-te in excess* The mixture was 
boiled for i$ minutes and filtered under nitrogen « The solvent xras removed 
under vacuum in nitrogeiio The yellow crystals (3 gO of ejclepentadlenyl 
bensesiQ iron iodide were re crystallised by chloroform (iUo'po 228^)^
(Lit 230=a30oSP)o
Preparation of cycIopantadl@Bjl cyclohoxadlonyllren
(a) IT sing lithium almiilBium hydride *
T© bomene cyelopentadlenyllron triiodld© (g g*) in ethylene glycol
diymethyl ether (gO ml*) lithimn alumlxilum hydride (2 g*) was added in
anmll portion and the mixture was stirred for one hour * The colour of
the solution turned red with vigorous reaction* Methaml (10 ml*) œ s
carefully added and then water (100 ml*)* After addition of petrol
(bopo 60-8d^(g0 mlo)a the organic layer xms x^ ashed tglth water (gO % 2)
dried ( anhydrous OaCig) and chrc>mahog"raph©d ©n neutral alumina * The only
- o©rangs red band eluted with petrol \b»po 60-80 ) afforded eyelohe^mdlemÿl 
cyclopentadleByl (*? g*) as red crystal (mop* «
i] Using sodium borohjdrid© *
Benzene -cyelopentadienyliron triiodld© (l go) in ethylene glycol 
dimethyl ether (50 ml*) was treated xilth sodium borohydride (5 g*) in mall 
portions* The reaction mlictura was stirred for one hour g water was added 
carefullyo After addition of petrol (bop« 60-80^) ($0 ml*)^ the ©rganlts 
layer wms washed with water^ dried (anliydrous OaGI.^ ) and concentrated to 
mall bulko It was chromatographed on neutral alumina* An orange red 
band on elution with petrol (b»po 60=80 ) yielded cjelohexadienyl syel©^ 
pentadienjiiron (ol3 go J identified by œmpai'l^on of IM'rared apeotrum 
with au authentic sample*
à solution of methyl lithium (prepared by lithium (0*07 g*
OoOl mole) and freshly distilled methyl iodide (1*1^ 2 go 0*01 mole) 
in ether ($0 ml*) was added to a suspension of cyclopentadlenyl 
bemon© iron iodide (lo6 go O0OO5 mol) (2$ ml*) at -IaO^ Go The 
mi^ ctura was stirred one hour* It turned reddish yellowo The solvent 
was removed under vacuum * The residue waa extracted with petrol 
(bopo 30/U0 ) and ether* The extract was concentrated and ehromato- 
graphed in neutral alumina (deactivsited for three hours)*
An orange band eluted by petrol (bopo 30-ltO®) gave orange oil 
(O0O3O go) of cyclohsxadieiiyl pentadienylirono It was not.
characterised due to its small yield *
IoR,P max. 3030(Sh) 29lil(Sh) 292k(Sh) 2857(Sh) ll{7l(w) 
l!iU5'(m) lk08(w) 3389(m) 133'1(ïb) 130g(m) I266(w) 113 6(%)
1099(6) lOlO(sh) 993(b.Sh) 855(b) 8o6(b„Sh)<.
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Attesiipted reaction of aodimu mothaxido with^CcjoIopsntadionfllron iodide
TT"-.—7-ti;.iyr'r\',VyT\&=aKfLrfT-,-1ÏLTCK3a:i.=?akÆT=23Ur.,
A goliitiosi ofAejclopentadle^yliroB iodide (I g*^  0*003 mole) in 
absolute motlianol (mOO ml*) wae added to a solution of sodium methoxid© 
prepared from sodiim (0*08 0*003 mole) o The mixture was stirred
ov'erm.ght but no change of colour was observed* The solvent xv^as 
removed in vacuo and the residue was extracted with petrol (bop. k0-60^) 
b©Bs©B8 and methasml «
The yellow extract from methanol gave only iinreaeted cjclopentadieajl 
bensena iron iodide (Oo86 gc 80%) identified by infrared spectral 
comparison with an authentic sainple *
Attempted reaction of potassium tertiary butoxlde with benaem 
eyclopantadienfliron iodide *
Frash aubllmed potassium tertiary foiitoxide (I*12 go^  0*01 mole) in 
tetrahydrofuran (50 ml*) was treated with bemen© cyolopentadienyliron 
iodide^ (2 go) and the m±5itur^ e was stirred overnight and filteredThe 
solvent was removed under vacuum * The residue was extracted with petrol 
(bop* k0-60^)^ bensens and methanol separatelyo Only methanol extract
gam unraaoted ben^om eyclopentadler^Iiron Iodide (loT g*) identified 
by infrared spectral comparison with an authentic sampleo
Attempted acétylation of cjoIopentadleaFl cjclolisxaclienyliron
A solution of fresMy distilled aeetjl© chlorid© (OoS go^OoOOôÿ mole) 
1x1 metliylone chloride (10 ml*) was added in alumsaim chloride axibydrous 
(Oo5 go) and the mixture was stirred for 30 minutes* The Eolutiosi was 
quickly filtered tixrough a suction pmvp and was added to a solution of 
cyclohezadienyl cyclopentadienyliron (l go) in small portion at O^G*
The colour of the solution changed from red 'to yellowish brown* After 
1$ minutes the solvent waa removed under vaeuum and extracted with petrol
bopo
(30-i^ D ) and ether and then water* The ether extract was concentrated 
and chromatographed in neutral alumina * The only orange band yielded 
ferrocene (Oü21î. go) identified by infrared spectral comparison with an 
authentic sample□
The water extract on treatment with a solution of sodium tetraphenyl- 
borate in excess afforded yellow crystals of cy dopent ad ienjl bemene-d^ron 
tetraph©nyl borate (Oah3 go) identified by Infrared spectral comparison 
with an authentic sampleo
Preparation of cyolohoxen© dioarbos:yI'TT-eArclopsntadienyliroii hexa
5lif iKoropho sph&t,®
A solution of brôM©dicarbonyI“ir'-cycllop@BtadleBylxroB (2c.$6 g*
OoOI mole) in eyelohsxene (200 ml) was treated with anhydrous alrmdniiim 
bromide (6oU6 go 0*02^ mole) and stirred vigorously for three hourso The 
red solution was separated into two layers* The uv^ per layer containing 
cyolohezene was separated from a red viscous mass* It was hydroIis®d by 
ice water* The orang© water solution was filtered through ICl@s0Ig11h.ro 
It was treated with excess anmionium hexaf luorophosphate solation * The 
yellow précipitât© of cjclohexene dicar'boryl Tc -cjclopentadlOByllron 
hexaflo-orophosphate was filtered* dried and reorystalllRGd hj acetone/©the 
to give golden yellow crystals (2 gm. gC#) 1$D^
(Lit* ll|6^  yield 2
Gyclohexans dicarbonyl cyclopsntadienyliroB
A suspension of cyGlohex%ne diearboiyl cyeloperAtadieryliron hexa- 
fluorophosphate (I go 0o002g) in t©trahjdro.furan (2$ ml) was treated with 
sodium borohydride (2 g*)* The colour changed from yellow to brown «
The mixture was stirred for 30 minutes * The solvent was removed and the 
residue waa extracted with patrol (bop* 30-l|0 )^ and chromatographed on 
neutral alumina o
A bromu band was ©luted with petrol (30-k0%/eth@r (is'l) yielded a 
brown oil of oxeyclohexanBdicarborfl ejclopantadienyllron (0*32 go §0^ ) 
purified by distillation at 75^/0 *001 * It was found too umitable to giv^ i
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correct amlfsisc
loSA) wsic,29l$» 28kO {VS.3a)g 2000 (%), 3.?Uo (VS), lls«0 (&), 
lJil2 (Sh), I3i.i0 (fflaSh), 12kO (m), 1255 (Sh), llgO (m), 1155 (%)„ 1030 (m) 
1010 (sii)j, 990 (Sh), 980 (3h), 860 (m), 830 (5h)^  830 (VS}^  795 (W. Sh)
Attempted reaction of ^  CFOlolioxane dicarbonyl'''rr-cjcIopeBtadlenyliroD. orlth 
tritjlfImoroborate *
A solution of tritjlfluoroborate (0*3 go 0*001 mole) in tetrcihjdro- 
furan (2 ml) was treated with a solution of oyelohexmie dicarboryl cjclo^ -^ 
pentaclianyX iron (0*1 g* O 0OOOI4. mole) in tetraliydrofuran (5 ml)* After 
shaking the solution for a f©w minute $ a few drops of water were added to 
destroy tritjlfluoroborate * The yellow ery^ :)tale of cyclohexano dicsrboryl
cyqlopeptèidienylirôii tetrafluoroborate (0 *1$ g* 11$) wmro separated on 
addition of ether in excess* It was es^ ystalli§i©d 'by acetOF^/ether (raojp„
oRotmax 3125* 2837, 2188* 2062j, ll^OSj, U2M.'
'^S
Reaction of potassium iodide with Gjclohaxane diearbonfl W  ‘=cycXop©ntad3,eiiy
«MamiTTCSlTSTL^ -K
^fclohexan© dioarboiyl qyelopentadlenyllrom hexafluorophosphate 
(Oob go OoOOl mol) solution i:a acetone (100 ml) was treated with potassium 
iodide (0*2 go OoOOl2 mole)* The siirkire was stirred for three 'hr a *
The colour of the solution changes from yellow to brown* The solvent was
bop.
rem oved u r r le r  vacuum* The brow n re s id u a  wa® e x tra c te d  i f i t h  p e t r o l (30-UO^  
e'bher and 'b^nserie.. The a ir t ra o t was c o n c e n tra te d  and chromatographed on
neutral alumina * The black brown crystals iO*l5 , .5&5) of iocio- 
dicarbonji cyolopezitadiepyliron . * wars obtained by eluting th© brow^ 
band with ether/bensajie identified by its mop*;, mixed m*p* and
infrared et rum wl'iich was found superimposlble with that of an authentic
sample,
Attempted reaction of potassium cyanide with cyclohex^ne dlearbonyl oyelo- 
p©ntadienyliroB hexaf luoroplio sphata
(a) To a solution of oyclohexwe dicarbo^yl eyclopantadier^yliran hexa- 
fluorophosphate (0*U g* 0*00099 mole) in methanol ($0 ml) was a solution 
of potassium cyanide (Od g* 0*0002^6 mole)* The mixtux^ e was stirred for 
one hro Tha orange red solution turned yellow* The solvent s :s';V'=eveo 
under vacuumo The residue was extracted with patrol (jOWjO^) henz^ne and 
chloroform* The yellow oxtract was oone©ïitrat©d and chromatographsd on 
alumina o The yellow band was eluted with ethex/bensene (1%1) * It 
afforded yellow crystals (OoOSS go L2;J$$) m*po 119^G identified as cyan©- 
dicarboBjl cyclopantadienjli.ron on the basis of mopo Ddxed m»po and infrared 
spectrum comparison with an authentic sampI©o
(b) In acetone
To a solution of cyclohaxt^ na dlcsrboryi cyelopsntadienyliron hexa- 
fluorophosphat© (OoU g* 0*0009 mole) in acetoxi© (2$ ml) was added petasslum 
cjatiid© (Ool go 0*001$ mol©)* The mixture waa removed in vacuo and the 
rasidue was ©sdrracted with petrol ether and bsnsene* The extract
100
was concentrated miû chz^ omatographed *
A yellowish brown oil was (O^Oli. g*) ©luted by other/banseneThe 
oil decomposed during distillation and could not be fully characterised* 
max, 21SU (m), 2083 (S), 20ii.i (S)
The second fraction eluted by berissns/chloroform gave yellow crystals 
of cyanodicarboi^ l^ cyelopentadieryliron identified on the basis of its 
infrared ^actral coBtpaiûson with an authentic sample o 
loRob max. 2125a 2060, 2020
Attempted reaction® of phenyl lithium with cjclohexane dicsrfooriFl c.vcId- 
pentadia Ij.ro n hexaf luor op ho §phat a
=JîlTtiî=^»3t»V»'S=viH.WiijTi5ac<
(a) Phenyl lithium (0*001 m.oIe)pr©pared by lithium (0*00? g* 0*001 mole) 
and bromobans^ ene (0*15? go 0*001 mole) in ether (S'O ml) was added to a 
eu&penaion of cyclohexéne diearbonyl cydopentadienyliron texafluoro- 
phosphate {Ooh go 0*00092 mol©} in ether (25 ml) at O^G* The mixture 
turned reddish brox^ m* It was stirred for ons hr® The solvent was 
removed under vacuum * The residue was extracted with petrol (30-kO^ jg 
•athaie and bensene* The extract was concentrated. chromatographed on 
neutral alumina o
A yellow oily residue was ©luted in traces.
A main red band on elution with patrol (30-^0^)/ether gave a red
o
ciystallina cos^omid (,0*03.2 go) mop* 122 * It could imt be fu.l3.y 
characterisedo
I.R. ^nax. 2933, 28g7% 2083, 2000, Î.U08, 1000, 869, 83? cm"!
LOI
(b) Phsnirl lithium was prepared in tx^ ofold ©xcsss by talcing lithium 
(OoOli go OoOO$8 mole) bromobeii^ ene (OoB go OoOOJl) and in ether (lOO ml*) 
and was added to the saspension of above mentioned salt (I g* 0*002$) in 
ether (2$ ml*) at -70^Go The salt was quickly dissolved and the colour 
of the solution turned yellowish broxiBo The reaction mijctur© was stirred 
1$ minutes* The solvent was removed and the residue was extracted with 
patrol (bop* 30-li0^ )g ether and bensene*
The extract after concentration was chromatographed on neutral 
aluminao
A yellow oily residue in traces was eluted by petrol (bop* *
It was not charaeterioad due to its ^mll yield* loR* shows bq
absorption in metal earboiyl région*
A main yellow band eluted by petrol (b*p* 30<^U0^)/@thsr (isl) 
yielded browni.^ i yellow oil (OoUB g*) purified by distillation at 
ioo®/0 o005 BMo
Analysis found 66o7| 0^  13*2
66063 kSf,
G q^Hu F^qO-^ requires 66o$| H* koLg 0^  13 *2
IoE.9w«g020, 1980, 1655, 730, 700 cm=5-
The third band- afforded brown crystals (0*01*2 g*) of tetracarbonyl 
dlcyclopentadiai^l diiron identified by infrared ^©ctral cmnparlson 
with an authentic ©ample*
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